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PREFACE 

Tue Greek Papyri preserved at Didlington Hall form probably the most important 

private collection of this kind which has yet been made. Though small in comparison 

with the vast numbers of papyri which have been acquired by many of the chief museums 

in Europe, Lord Amherst’s collection possesses the rare distinction of being thoroughly 

representative of the different classes and periods of Greek writing in Egypt, since it 

contains a number of important theological and classical fragments besides many well- 

preserved documents of the Ptolemaic, Roman, and Byzantine times. With the exception 

of those described on page 66 of Mr. P. E. Newberry’s publication of Lord Amherst’s 

Egyptian papyri, the Greek papyri have been bought for Lord Amherst by us at various 

places in Egypt during the last three years. 

The present volume is limited to the theological texts, of which the two most important, 

the Ascension of Isaiah and the Christian hymn, were only obtained in 1899. The 

classical fragments and the non-literary documents will form the subjéct. of a second and 

much larger volume, which we hope, if the pressure of other engagements permits, to 

publish next year. 

We have to thank the Rev. Prof. R. H. Charles and Mr. C. H. Turner for much help in 

connexion with the Ascension, and the Rev. F. E. Brightman for some valuable suggestions 

on the Christian hymn and liturgical fragments. 

BERNARD P. GRENFELL. 

ARTHUR S, HUNT. 
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NOTE ON THE METHOD OF PUBLICATION 

We follow in this volume our usual method of transcription. In the first two texts, a reproduction 

of the original as it stands is accompanied by a reconstruction in modern style. The extant fragments 

of the Septuagint and New Testament (Nos. iii (4)-viii) are printed in ordinary type, with supplements of 

lacunae and separation of words, but with no stops, accents, &c., other than those of the originals. The 

other texts (Nos. iii (a) and ix) are printed in modern form. Corrections, when written in a hand different 

from that of the first scribe, are printed in smaller type. 

Square brackets [ ] indicate a lacuna, round brackets () the resolution of an abbreviation or symbol, 

angular brackets { ) the omission in the original of the letters enclosed; double square brackets [] ]] 

indicate that the letters within them are erased in the original, braces { } that the letters so enclosed, 

though standing in the original, should be omitted. Dots placed inside brackets represent the approximate 

number of letters lost. Dots outside brackets indicate mutilated or otherwise illegible letters, Letters 

with dots under them are to be considered uncertain. 



I. ASCENSION OF ISAIAH 

Prates III-IX (at the end of the book). 

HE ancient apocryphal work generally known as the Ascension of Isaiah exists entire 

only in Ethiopic translations. One of these was published in 1819 by Laurence, the 
Regius Professor of Hebrew at Oxford, whose edition was superseded in 1877 by that of 

Dillmann, based upon three MSS. Besides the Ethiopic version, Latin and Slavonic versions 

of the last six chapters are extant, and two fragments of a second Latin version (ch. II. § 14-III. 
§ 13 and ch. VII. §§ 1-19) are preserved on a palimpsest at the Vatican. The present papyrus 
gives however for the first time a considerable portion of the Ascension (about one-sixth of 
the whole work) in the language in which most, if not the whole, of the book was originally 

composed—Greek. A very late recension in Greek is indeed known from a twelfth century 

lectionary at Paris; but the extensive alterations—amounting to a re-casting of the whole 
work—which that recension has undergone deprive it of most of its value for constructing 
the history or original text of the Ascension. 

The composite character of the book has been universally recognized. The main division 

is between (A) the first five and (B) the last six chapters, the earlier part being a history of 

the martyrdom of Isaiah, probably based to some extent on a pre-existing Jewish work, while 
the later part gives an account of the prophet’s ascension into the Seventh Heaven and has 
an exclusively Christian origin. The Christian portions of A, in particular the apocalyptic 
section, ch. III. § 13-V. § 1, which describes the vision of Isaiah, may be due to the writer of B 

(so Armitage Robinson) or to a third person (so Dillmann, followed by Harnack). An 

elaborate analysis of the book into its component parts has been made by Dillmann, whose 
general plan has commanded wide acceptance, though there has been much dispute about the 
details. This question however does not much concern us here, since our fragment is 
sufficiently large to show that the papyrus contained the text, of A at any rate, in the form 

in which the Ascension is found in the Ethiopic and Latin versions. 
The date of the Ascension is the subject of very divergent views. Justin Martyr and 

Tertullian both mention a tradition concerning the death of Isaiah which agrees with the 
story found in A, and Origen even refers to an account of his martyrdom contained in an 

b 
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dmékpudov "Hoatov. But these witnesses at most imply the knowledge of a Jewish book. 

Jerome, however, who cites two of the charges brought against Isaiah that are found in 

ch. III. §f 6-9, and mentions a quotation from the Ascensio Esaiae which occurs in the Latin 

version of ch. XI, seems to have known the book in its complete form; and Epiphanius 

states that an dvaBaricdy "Hoatov was used by two heretical sects of about the beginning 

of the fourth century. There is thus no direct proof of the existence of the Ascension as 

a whole before the fourth century. On the other hand two other apocryphal writings, the 

Last Words of Baruch and the Acta Petri, probably both imply a knowledge of the Ascension 

in its Christian shape. Those critics like Harnack who assign these two apocryphal works 

to the middle of the third century can maintain an early third century date for the Christian 

recension of the Ascension. But if, as is maintained by other critics, the Last Words of 

Baruch and the Acta Petri are second century productions, the date of the Ascension must 

be pushed back to the first half of the second century, and the Jewish framework of the 

first five chapters may be earlier still. For the discussion of this problem the recovery of 

part of the Greek text supplies some new material. Briefly, it may be said that there is 

nothing in the Greek which is inconsistent with a second century date; and there are some 

indications, such as the resemblance of the account of the Resurrection in ch. III. §§ 16, 17 

to that found in the Gospel of Peter, and the avoidance on two occasions (col. 1x. 11, and xt. 5) 

of the word 8:Sax7% for the ‘teaching’ of the apostles, which support the view that the book 

existed in its present form before A.D. 150. For a full discussion of these subjects the reader 

is referred to the forthcoming edition of the different versions of the Ascension by 

Prof. Charles. 

The present fragment of the Greek text contains ch. II. § 4-ch. IV. § 4, with some lacunae. 

The first of the two Vatican fragments covers a portion of the same ground, By a fortunate 

chance we thus have a specimen of both the Jewish and Christian parts of the first and 

older section of the Ascension, and can compare the Latin as well as the Ethiopic version 

with the original Greek. The papyrus is in book form and consists of three nearly complete 

sheets, measuring 23x 26:5 cm., and part of a fourth, containing in all seven leaves and— 

fourteen pages. The writing is in single columns on each side of the leaf, the pages, with 

the exception of the first two, being numbered continuously from 9 to 20. From the 

numbering and from the strip of parchment designed to prevent the cord, which runs down 

the centre of the margin between pages 12 and 13 (cols. vi and vit), from tearing through the 

papyrus, it is clear that our fragment consists of the second half of the third, and the whole 

of the fourth, fifth, and sixth sheets of a quire of six sheets. Six pages are therefore lost 

at the commencement of the quire. The missing beginning of the Ascension must have 

occupied not less than four pages. Probably therefore the first page, perhaps the first leaf, 

was left blank or had only the title. The outside leaf of the quire had the vecto uppermost, 

after that verso pages faced verso and recto pages recto, as usual. 

Two scribes can be distinguished in the body of the document. The first, who is 

responsible for col. 1 and cols. 111-x1v, employed a square, formal, calligraphic uncial of the 

same type as that found in the Codex Alexandrinus. While uncials of the Ptolemaic and 

Roman periods can now in most cases be approximately dated with a fair amount of certainty, 

the dating of Byzantine uncials from the fourth to the tenth century, especially when written 
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in Egypt, is still extremely precarious owing to the persistence of the two chief types, the 

square and the sloping, with very slight alterations, and the paucity of well-dated material, 
a deficiency which however is being gradually supplied. Our experience of Byzantine uncials 

has led us to the conclusion that some of the hitherto accepted canons for dating MSS. of 

this period will not hold. For instance, the oval, sloping style of uncial which is generally 

considered to have developed out of the square uncial during the seventh century is in 
reality quite independent of the square uncial, and is developed from a third century type 

which was quite as common in Egypt as the prototype of the square uncial, But we are not 

prepared to formulate definite views on the subject before we have examined the numerous 
uncial fragments scattered through the Byzantine papyri from Oxyrhynchus, In the meantime 
we should assign the fragment of the Ascension to the fifth or sixth century. 

The second scribe, who wrote col. 11 and was no doubt contemporary with the first, used 
a coarser and less regular uncial. His column is not only more closely written but longer 

than the others which have from twenty-six to twenty-nine lines, while col. 1 contains 
thirty-two. In the latter part of the column the letters get smaller and the lines are 

lengthened. The reason for these differences does not appear. 
A corrector has supplied at the top of cols. m1, 1v, and x1 some passages omitted by the 

first scribe. These additions are written in a small sloping uncial, probably not later than 

the end of the sixth century. On the other hand the corrections in the body of the text 
(insertions of omitted, or erasures of superfluous, letters) seem to be all due to the first 

scribe, who is also responsible for the occasional breathings, the stops (short diagonal strokes 
above the line), the apostrophes sometimes found between two consonants or after non-Greek 

proper names, and the wedge-shaped signs used for filling up short lines. It is noticeable 

that the second scribe employs no punctuation or lection-marks and makes no corrections. 
The contractions usually found in theological papyri, e.g. TINA, THM, OC, occur; and N at the 
end of a line is occasionally represented by a horizontal stroke, but on some occasions, 

e.g. col. Iv. 12, the scribe has inserted N afterwards. 
Though carefully written and to some extent revised, the MS. of the Ascension is a poor 

one, Apart from the ordinary scribes’ errors such as the interchange of Al and €, ! and €1, 

0 and W, dittographies or omissions of single letters are not infrequent, and even words or 
clauses are sometimes missing, while in other places glosses have found their way into the 

text, generally with disastrous results for the sense. Several words are corrupt, especially 

proper names, so that it is sometimes necessary to explain the Greek by the Ethiopic or 

Latin translations. Nevertheless the papyrus text clears up several passages which were 

either corrupt in the versions or had been misunderstood by the translators, besides adding 

a number of minor improvements. Apart, too, from these positive contributions to the history 

of the text, the recovery of a portion of the original Greek is of much value because it is 

now possible to gauge the accuracy of the Ethiopic and Latin versions. The general result 

of the discovery is to show that in the main the Ethiopic is an extremely faithful representa- 

tive of the original, and that where it is unintelligible the fault is most often attributable to 

the Greek. Even where the Greek text was corrupt, the Ethiopic translator seems to have 

followed his original with more fidelity than intelligence. The Latin fragment which corre- 

sponds to part of the Greek is too short for a wide generalization to be founded on it; 

B 2 



4 THE AMHERST PAPYRI 

but, so far as can be judged, the Latin translation is slightly better than the Ethiopic or 

was at any rate made from a better manuscript. In one notable instance (ch. II. § 16) the 
Latin alone preserves the right reading. 

For the details of this brief summary we would refer our readers to the commentary 

where a collation with the Ethiopic and Latin versions is given. Fuller information will be 

found in the new critical edition of the Ethiopic and other versions of the Ascension which 

will shortly be issued by Prof. R. H. Charles. We tender him here our warmest thanks for 

placing his translation of the Ethiopic version, and other material, at our disposal. To 
him and Mr. C. H. Turner, who first identified the fragment, we are also indebted for many 

suggestions in the reconstruction of the mutilated or effaced passages in the papyrus. 
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BHOAEEM’KAIEKOA’ AH 

@HTW—MANAC’CH’KAI 

AYTOCHN'YEYAOTTPO 

€P 
5 dHTEYWNENIOYCA 

HAWKAITION AOLEE! 

EPOYCAAHM’EKOA’AH 

OHCANTIPOCAYTON’ 

KAIAYTOCAEHNATTO 

10 SAMAPIAC’KAIETENE 

TOENTWEAGEINAA> 

TFACAP’ACCYPIG)NBACI 

AEA'KAIEXMAAQD TI 

CAITHNCAMAPIAN’> 

15 KAIAABEINTACEN> 

NEAMICYOYAAC'E> 

NEXMAAQDCIA’KAI 
ATIENEP’ KAIAYTOYC 

€ICOPHMHAWNKA! 

IV. 12. N at end of line inserted later. 

eiov viod "Ahdp Kai 

[6] SiSdoKxaros adrav 

"Iah\apias €& dpous ’Io- 
patH>ar, Kat abrds Fv {6 

Beyerp(a) }dderdds rod 

Xcdexiov, adxovoapy- 
[rles peréracay rov 

"Oxoleiay Bacirea 

Topdéppov kai édd- 
[vlevoay tov Muxai- 

[ap. Kal Bexepa eva 
[xlat eldev tov 76- 

[lov tod "Hoaiov 
[kat rdly mpody- 
[rav Tay] per ad- 

[rod. obtrols yap Hr oi- 

kav &v TH XOpa 
BnOregu, Kat exohdy- 

6) 76 Mavacoy. Kat 

avtos Hv wevdompo- 

, > ec 

dnrevav ev lepovoa- 

Anp, Kat moddot e€ ‘I- 
Epovoadnp €Kkoddr}- 
Onoay mpds adrdv. 
Kat avtos Sé Hv dard 

. Sapapias’ Kal éyéve- 
to év T@ éOeiv *Ad- 

‘ > , 

vaoap “Acovpiwv Bact- 

héa Kai aixpadori- 

oat THY Lapapiav 
‘ nm ‘ > Kat haBeiv tas ev- 

[vé]a jpuov dvdas é- 
v aixparwoia Kai 

dmrevéykar avTovds 
> ¥ , ‘ 

eis 6pn Mydwv Kai 

15. | in BEXEIP inserted later. 
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20 TIOTAMQN’KAIT@) motrapovs {kal} Tw- 

ZAN/OYTOCHNNE § 3. Cav, otros Hv ve- 

WTEPOC'KAIEDYTEN Grepos, Kal epuyev 

KAIHA@ENEICIE[. . « kat HdOev eis “Id pov- 

CAAHMHM{, .JAIC[. . - « cad Hyléplas [ELe- 

25 KIOYBAC[.....+ kiov Bao[iréws “I-  ~ 

OYAA'KA[. ...-- ovda, Kali ovK é- 

Col. VI. Plate VIII. 

1B 

TIATEICEICCAMAPI> mare. ev Yapapt- 

ANENOAG)TOYTTA> @ év 66@ Tov Ta- 
TPOCAYTOY'OTITO Tpos avrod, Gt. Tov 

€ZEKIANEDOBEITO’ ‘Elexiav éepoBetro. 
5 KAIEYPEQHENTW> §4. Kal evpeOn ev TO 

XPONWEZEKIOYAA xpove “Elexiov ha- 
AQ) NAOTOYCANO hav Adyous avo- 
MIACENIEPOYCAAHM pias év ‘Iepovoadyjp, 

KAIKATHTOPHOHY § 5. Kal KaryyopyOn v- 
10 TIOTWNTTAIAWN> . 3d Tav Taidev 

EZEKIOYKAIEPYTEN “Elexiov Kal epvyev 

€ICTHNXWPANBH eis THY Xopav By- 
OAEEM’ KAIETIEICAN Oreép. Kal erecav, 

KAIKATHTOPHCEN> $6. Kal Karnyopnoev 

15 MEAXEIPATOYHCAI Medxeipa Tod “Hoat- 

OY'KAITWNTIPOPH ov kal Tov Tpody- 

TWNAEFON/OTIHCA tov héywv or. "Hoa- 

IACKAIOITIPOPHTAI ias Kal ot mpopyrar 

OIMETAHCAIOYTIPO ot pera “Hoatov mpo- 

20 dHTEYOYCIN'ETTII€ dnrevovow ent ‘Te- 
POYCAAHM KAIETTI> povoadiyp Kat et 

[. .]CTIOAEICIOYAA’> [ra]s modes “Iovda 

[. .JIBE[. .JAMEIN'OTI [ka}t Bvijapety ore 

[. .]PEY[. .]JNTAIENTAAI [wolpev[oolvrar év yane- 

asf. Posts JIENTIAIAAIC [dy]p[as xa]}i év wédais, 

[...... .JATIEAEYCH [kat ov, K(Upr)e,] dwededon, 

VI. 24. A of NTAI inserted later. 
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Col. VIII. 

Plate VIII. 

Ir 

KAIAYTOIVEYAO> 

TIPOPHTEYOYCIN’ 

KAITONICPAHA’KAI 

TONIOYAAN’KAITON 

BENIAMEINAYTOI> 

MEICOYCIN’KAIOAO 

FOCAYTONKAKOC 

ETITONIOYAAN’> 

KAITONICPAHA”KAI> 

AYTOCHCAIACEITIE — 

AYTOICBAETIOOTIAE 

ONMWYCHTOYTIPO 

HTOY'EITTENTAP> 

MWY CHC’OTIOYKO 

YETAIANOPWTIOC 

TONONKAIZHCETAL.Y 

HCAIACAEEITIENE! 

AONTON[. ./K[.]!iA0Y 

ZQ@BACI[.JEY[. . .JNW 

KEOTIVEYAHT.]€C> 
TINKAITHNI[.]POY 

CAAHM'COAOJ. JAE 

KAAECEN’K[. . . . . 

APXONTA[...... 

KAIICPAHA[. .. . 

MOPPACTIP[. .... 

PEYCEN[.JA[...... 

ny 

KATHTOPEIETTIITOY 

MANACCH’KAIT@N 

TIPOPHTOON’KAIE> 

KAOICENBEAIAP’EN> 

5 THKAP[.JIATOYMA> 

NAC’ CHKAIENTHKAP 

AIAT@NAPXONTO _ 

Plate VII. 

ASCENSION OF ISAIAH 

§ 7. 

§ 8 

§ 9. 

§ 10. 

$1. 

kal avrol wevdo- 

mpodytevovow 
‘ .y > ‘ s 

kat tov Iopand Kat 
Ne > 4 s ‘4 

Tov “lovéay Kat Tov 

Bevapely adroit 
a %. @ / 

pirovow, Kal 6 dd- 

yos avTav KaKkds 
ee 7 > tA 

émt Tov "lovday 
‘ x > l4 ‘ 

Kat Tov Iopanr. Kat 
| Ed > 4 3 > 

avros Hoaias eizrev 

avrots, Bérw mé- 

ov Mavoy tod mpo- 

dyrov. elrev yap 
Movojs ort ovK O- 

erat avOpwros 

rov O(cd)v Kat Lyoera{e], 
"Horaias Sé ctrer ef- 

Sov rov [6(€d)v] xla}i Sod 

Bact d]ed [yipoio)- fa. 

ke OTe Wevdy[s] éo- 
Tw. Kat THY ‘Ielpov- 
cadip oSo[p]a é- 
Kdhecev, Klat Tods 

apyxovrals *lovda 

Kat “Iopayd [Aadv To- 

Héppas mploorys- 
pevoev. [x]a[t wohha 

, 28 a 
KATHYOpPEL El TOU 

Mavacoy (Tod "Hoaiov) kat trav 
mpopntav. Kat €é- 

Kdfioey Beduap év 

Tm Kap[d]ia rod Ma- 

vaoon Kal év TH Kap- 

Sia tdv apydvrwv 

VII. 5. | at the end of the line inserted later. 

Cc 
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TOYAAKAIBENIAMEI7 

KAITWNEYNOYXW* 

KAIT@NCYMBOY> 

AQ) N’T@NBACIAE> 

GN/KAIHPECANAY 

TW@OIAOFOITOYBEA 

XIPA’KAIATIECTEIAE 

KAIEKPATHCENTON 

HCAIAN’/HNTAPOBE 

AIAP’°ENOYMWTIOA 

AQD[.JTTIHCAIAN’ATIO 

THC[. . .JCEGCKAIATIO 

TO[. . .JTMATOCMOY’ 

OTI[.JAITMATICEN> 

TON[. JAMAHN'KAIO> 

Ree. ]YTOYEANE 

Ee igee JE=EAEYCEIC 

Fock cdek MHTOYEK 

cay 8 JOMOYOYPA 

[. ... +. .JMETAMOP 

1€ 

0)CHAYTON’KAIH 

KATABACICAYTOY KAI 

HEIAECAHNAIAYTON> 

METAMOPOWOHNAV’ 

ENEIAEIANOPWTIOY’> 

KAIOAIWTMOCONAIO) 

XOHCETAIKAIAIKOAA 

CEICAICAEITOYCYi> 

OYCTOYICPAHA’AYTO _ 

KOAACAI’KAIHTG)NAG) 

AEKAMAGHTEIAKAI 

G)CAEIAYTONMETA 

ANAPG)N>KAKOTION 

G)NCTAYPQ)OHNAI’ 

KAIOTIENMNHME[.]@ 

TAPHCETAN'K[. JAW) 
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§ r2. 

§ 13. 

§ 14. 

IX. 6. W of AIWFMOC corr. from 0. 

lovda Kat Bervapety 

kal TOV edvovxav 
‘ lal 4 kat Tov ovpBov- 

Lov tov Baorré- 

ws, Kal jperay ad- 

T@ Ol hoyou TOU Bed- 
‘ ‘ > , 

Xipa Kal améoreev 

Kal éexpdtyoe Tov 
‘ © 

Hv yap 6 Be- 
‘ > fal 

Aap ev Ovp@ oh- 
Led > red. , | es 

ho [é]}ri "Hoaiav dad 

THs [dpdloews Kal dad 

*"Hoaiav. 

Tod Serfypatiopov 

ore [éSevypdricev 

Tov [S]apanr, Kal o- 
[ru Sv alirod edave- 

[pdm 7] e&édevors 
[rod dyalrnrod ex 

[rod EBS|ouou ovpa- 
[vod Kat 7] perapdp- 

> n~ 4 e 

pwots avTov, Kat 7 
, >. nw A 

kataBaois avrov, Kal 
e > 4 a lal | ee % idéa Hv Set adrov 

perapoppwbnvas 
> > , 

ev elder dvOpadrov, 

kat 6 Siwypos dv Sdiw- 
, A e 4 

xXOjoerat, Kat at Koda- 
® a ‘ € 

aes ais Set rovs vi- 
4 “a > 4 a % 

ovs Tod Iopanh avrov 
, A € cal , 

Kohdoa, Kal 9 Tov do0- 

Sexa pabyreia, Kal 
e nw > A » 

os Set abrov pera 

avipav Kakorot- 

av oravpwljvat, 
A 9 > 

Kat ore ev prynpeilo 

tapynoerat, KLalt dd- 

14. P of CTAYPW inserted later. 
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YTTAYTOYC[.JKANAA 
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Col. X. Plate V. 

1¢ 

OAL’ TEAOCTOYTING 

TOYATIOY’KAIMIXA 

HA’APXG@ONTG) NAL> 

TEAWNT NATIG@N’ 

5 OTITHTPITHHME 

PAAYTOYANOI=0Y> 

CINTOMNHMONION 

KAIOATATTHTOCKA 

GEICACETIITOYCWM> 

1o OYCAYTWNEZ=EAEY 

CETAVKAIWATIOCTE 

AEITOYCMAOHTAC 

AYTOY’KAIMAOHTEY 

COYCINTTANTATA> 

15 EONH’KAITIACANFAWC 

CANEICTHNAN[.JCTA 

CEINTOYATATI[L.J TOY’ 

KAIOIL.JEICTEYCAN 

TECTL.JCTAYPWAY 

20 TOYCWOCONTAI'KAI 

ENTHANABACEIAY> 

ee 
[.JOYEICTONEBAMO 

[.]Y[.JANON’OOENKA! 
[. « « .JN‘KAIWOCTIL.JA> 

ASCENSION OF ISAIAH 

an 

§ 17. 

§ 18. 

X, 9. © of WM corr. from 0 (?). 

16. 

Sexa of per afd)rod 

tn’ avrod oKavda- 
MaOyjcovra, Kali 
H THPHOLS TaV 7{n- 
pyntav rod prnpo- 

. velov, Kat os % KLaTdBa- 
lal > Lal 

ows Tod dyyddov THs 
> ld “ > > éxxdryoias tals év ovpa- 
Ci so vin Pet careas 

> Lal , 

Tos ev tais oxdrais 
[yp lfpats], xaft]...... 

« ¥ a 4 

6 adyyedos Tod mr(edparo)s 
~ € a ‘ 

Tov ayiov kat Muya- 
A »” aA > 

NX apxwv Tov ay- 

yéhov Tav ayiov 

OTe TH TpiTy HpéE- 

pa avrod avoifov- 

ow Td pyynpLoveior, 

Kal 6 dyamytos Ka- 
, 3 NN ‘ »* Bioas emt rods ap- 

ous avtav éfeev- 

oerat, Kal ws amooTe- 

Act rods palyras 
> lel s * avtod Kal pabnred- 

govow TdvTa Ta 
»¥, 4 a lol 
€Ovn kat tacav yoo- 

> ‘ > cav eis TH ar dlora- 
ow tov ayan[n rod, 

Kat ot [rhoredoar- 
lay ~ > 

tes 110] oravp@ av- 
a , ‘ Tov cwh{y)oovra Kat 

> ad > , > év TH avaBdoe av- 

[r]od eis tov EBSopov 
foli[plaviy Oey Kat 
[HrAOe. Kat ds a[o]A- 

tr. A of AMOCTE corr. from 

It 
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25 [. . . .JAITTOA’AOI[.]QON 
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25 

]pncoycinommabntalayToyT HN 

mpodnter> 

1Z 

TIOA’AACHMEIAKAI> 

TEPATAE[C]TAIECTAIEN 

TAICHMEPAICEKEINAIC’ - 

KAIENT WEP’ TIZEIN> 

¥ 
AYT[.JNANT@NAGAE 

KAATTOCTOAWNAYTOY 

KAITHNTTICTIE]INKAI> 

THNATATTHNAYTODN’ 

KAITHNATNIANAYT()” 

KAIECONTAIAIPECEIC> 

TIOA’AAIENT WENT I> 

ZEINAYTON’KAIECON> 

TAIENTAICHMEPAICE> 

KEINAICTTOA’AOIOEAON 

TECAPXEINKAIKENOIC 

COPIAC’KAIECONTAITIOA 

AOITIPECBYTEPOIANO 

MOIKAT.]TTOIMENAIC 

AAIKOJE[.]ITATIPOBATA 

AYTQDNAIL.JTE . . AM. 

NA‘AIATO'MHEXEIN 

TI[. .JMENACATNOYC 

KA[. .JOAAO!] ... . Of. 

bow fda Rida eT 

ENAYMATQNAL. . . 

LIMLIATNL.).[f... 
CIOIAA.. [.. ee ee ee 

fon 
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§ 19. 

$ 20. 

§ 21. 

$ 22. 

§ 23. 

§ 24. 

§ 25. 

[Aot, «Jat aoddoi [7]ov 

[muore]udvrwy eis 
[avrdv] ev 7@ ayio a[v(edpar) 

, ope [Aadyoove |v, Kal as 

‘ a ‘ 
TOAAG OHpELa Kat 

répata €lo}rae ev 

Tals Huepas éexeivass, 
> > Lae 2 4 kai €v T@ eyyilew 

av[oly [a]éyoovow ot pabyrat 

Thy mpodntetay Tav Sdde- 

Ka amrooTOhwy avTov 
Kal TH TiotTw Kal 

‘ > , ; es THY aydrnv adtav 
‘ ‘ € 7 . A kal THY ayvelay avdrar. 

kal é€xovrat aipéoes 
‘ > Sy a Tohhal ev TH eyyt- 

lew adrov, Kat évov- 

Tat év Tals Hpépais €- 

Keivats Toddol Oédov- 

Tes apxew kal Kevol 
, . ¥ codias. Kal €vovTat Toh- 

hol mperBurepor avo- 
‘x , poe Kat] mroueves 

adixo. fr} ra mpdBara 

OVTOV 1.24.5 + PLE 
‘ ‘ 1, fe va dua TO pay Exew 
4 ec 4 m[oluevas ayvovs. 

ka[t mloddol... one 

eee eee eeae . “- 

> , evdupaTov.... 
[r]a[v] dyvafy]..... 

GUNG o>. Sake 

.o. GL .. ey exeiv@ 

> “ 

avuTov 

XI. 1Z at the top rewritten. There are some traces of ink after npoouter}, probably a word erased. 
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Col. XII. Plate III. 

iH 

TWXPONO)KAIOI$I> 

AOYNTECTHNAOZ. .] 

TOYKOCMOYTOYTOY 

KAIECONTAIKATAAA 

AGIAITIOA’AAI’KAIKE> 

NOAO=IATIOA’AHNEN 

TEP’ TIZEINTONKN’ 

KAIANAXWPHCEITO> 

TINATOATIONATIO> 

TO)NTTIOA’AG)N’KAIOY 

KECONTAIENEKEINAIC 

TAICHMEPAICTIPOH 

TAITTOA’AOK AAAOYN 

TAICICXYPA’HICKAIGIL 
KAIEICENTOTIOICKAI 
TOTIOIC'AIATOTINA 

THCTIAANHCK[. . «JHC 
TIOPNIACKAITHCKE 

NOAOZIACKAITHC 

IAAPFYPLJA[. . 2... 

UE Sead eee 

2 or 3 lines lost. 

Col. XIII. Plate IX}. 

16 
[.  « .JHAOCTAPECTAI 
TI[. . .JENTAICECXA 
TAICHMEPAIC’EKAC> 
TOCFAPTOAPECTON 

5 ENTOICOPOAA’MOIC 
AYTOYAAAHCENKAI 
€=AbHCOYCINTAC> 

ASCENSION OF ISAIAH 

§ 26, 

$ 24. 

§ 28. 

§ 30. 

§ 31. 

TO xpdvm kal oi du- 
hodvres rHv Sd6€[ar] 

Tod Kécpov Tovrov. 
Kal €xovray Karaha- 
Aval modal Kal Ke- 
vodokia modi €v 

TO eyyilew tov K(dp.o)y, 
kal dvaxwpyoe. Td 

“a 7 9 | a mr(edp)a 7d ayvov aad 
nw cal ‘ > 

TOV TOMMGY. Kal ov- 

kK €covra év éxeivais 
“~ ¢ , ~ 

Tals Npepars Tpody- 

Tat Toot adovv- 

tes ioxupa 4 els kal ef[s]} 
kal els év rémous Kal 

romos Sua 7d mr(edp)a 

THs Thavys Kal THis 
mopvelas Kal THS Ke- 
vodogias Kal Tis 

drrapyuplijafs... 

[.... C}jdos yap éora 
mods] €v tats éoyxa- 

TALS Npépais, exac- 
Tos yap TO dpeorov 

év tots dpbadpois 
avTov Aahyoet. Kal 

e€adjnoovew Tas 

13 

1 Cols. x11 and XIV are made up from two fragments, of which the smaller, containing the beginnings of lines of col. XIII 
and the ends of lines of col. xIv, was obtained after the facsimile had been prepared. 
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mpodyteias TOV Tpo- 
pytav Tav mpd €- 
pod Kal Tas Sptees: 

pov TavTas Korrniplyy 

covow iva Td []peyufa}[a 

THs Kapdlas adrav 
Ch. IV. § 1. Aadjowow. Kat vily, 

‘Egfe|kia kat “IacovB v[i- 

TIPOPHTIACT@NTIPO 

HT@N’TWNTTPOE 

ro MOY'KAITACOPACIC 

MOYTAYTACKATAPI. « 

COYCIN'INATAL.]PErML. JTL. 

THCKAPAIACAYTW@N 

AAAHCOYCIN’KAINY[. 

15 €Z{.]KIAKAIIACOYB'Y[. 

EM. .JAYTAIEICINAL. 

[. . JPALJTHCTIAHPT. . 
[. . .JCT[. . JOCMOY[. . 

]. LIKE 

]. Of 

}.-T 

Col. XIV. Plate IX. 

Io 

15 

é plov], adrai eiow aft 

[ind oaks) ae ehh 
[cew]s z[od K]dopov[.. 

K 
TOCAYTOY€[...... § 2, Tos avrod é[v cide 

AN@PO)TTIOYBACIAE avOpaérov Bacrhé- 

(@CANOMOYMHTPO ws avdpov pyrpa- 

AQ)OY’OCTIL.JAYTOY 

OBACIAEYCOYTOC> 

THNOYTL.JIANHN> 

YTEYCOYCINOIAW 
AEKAATIOCTOAO! > 

TOYAFATTHTOY'AIW 
=€[.]’KAI[.]ONAWAEKA 

[. . .]TAICXEPCINAYTOY 

TI[. . . .JOOHCETAI OY 
TOC[. . .]KWNENTHE! 

AEATO BACIAEWCE 
KEINOYEAEYCETAT > 

Al 
[-JAIGY NAMEICTTACAI 

[. -J€YC[. -]TA!TLIYTL. - 

fe i Np ane ie 

§ 3. 

§ 4. 

Agov, Satis avTds 

6 Bacirieds obros 
tiv puteliay Hv 

dutetoovow oi 86- 
Sexa amdoro\o. 
Tov dyamntod Sid- 

Eu], cat [r]dv dddexa 
[eis] tals xepoiv adrod 

m[apadloOyoera. o8- 

tos [6 dplyev év rH t- 

dda tod Bacthéws é- 

ketvouv éhevorerat, 

[kat ai Suvdpes macae 

[ed]evofov]rar z[o}iz[ov 

[rod K6Lopov. 
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TRANSLATION. 

[And Manasseh turned aside his heart to serve Beliar; for the angel of lawlessness who Ch. ii. 4. 
ruleth this world is Beliar, whose name is Matambichis. And he delighted in Jerusalem] 

Col.I. because of Manasseh, and made him strong in his apostasy and lawlessness, for it was spread 
abroad in Jerusalem. | And sorcery and magic increased and divination and auguration and 5 

fornication and the persecution of the righteous at the hands of Manasseh and at the hands 
of Toubi the Canaanite and at the hands of Jonan of Nathoth and at the hands of Zadok 
the governor. | And the rest of the history, behold it is written in the books of the kings 6 
of Judah and Israel. 

[And when Isaiah, the son of Amoz, saw the lawlessness which was being committed 7 
Col. 1. in Jerusalem and the worship of Satan] and his triumph he withdrew from Jerusalem and 

settled in Bethlehem of Judaea. | And there also there was much lawlessness, and with- 8 

drawing from Bethlehem he settled on a mountain in a desert place;| and Micaiah the9 

prophet and the aged Ananias and Joel and Habakkuk and Isasouph his son and many 

of the faithful who believed that he had ascended into heaven withdrew and settled on the 
mountain, | being all clad with sackcloth, and they were all prophets and had nothing with 10 

them, but were naked, lamenting with a great lamentation for the transgression of Israel. | 

And these ate nothing save wild herbs which they gathered on the mountains and [cooked], 1: 
living with Isaiah. 

And when they had been on the mountains and hills two years of days, while they 12 

Col. 111: were in the desert and [. . . there was a certain man] in Samaria named Belchira, of the 
family of Zedekiah, the son of Chenaanah, the false prophet, who was dwelling in Bethany. 
And Zedekiah, the son of Chenaanah, who was his father’s brother,—and in the days of 

Ahab king of Israel he was the teacher of the four hundred prophets of Baal,—this man 

smote and reviled Micaiah the son of Imla;| and he (Micaiah) was reviled by Ahab and 13 
was cast into prison. And he was with Zedekiah the false prophet; they were with Ahaziah 

the son of Ahab in Semmoma... . | And Elijah the prophet of Tishbon [of Gilead rebuked 14 
Col.1v. Ahaziah] and Samaria, and he prophesied concerning Ahaziah that he should die on a bed 

of sickness, and that Samaria should be delivered into the hands of Shalmaneser, because 

he slew the prophets of God. | And when the prophets who were with Ahaziah the son of 1s 
Ahab and their teacher Jallerjas of Mount Israel heard it, | (now he was the brother of 16 

Zedekiah), when they heard it they persuaded Ahaziah the king of Gomorrah and slew 

Micaiah. ! 
And Belchira knew and saw the place of Isaiah and the prophets who were with him; Ch. iii. 

Col. V. for he was dwelling in the region of Bethlehem; and joined himself to Manasseh. And he 

used to prophesy falsely in Jerusalem; and many from Jerusalem joined themselves to him. 
Now he himself was of Samaria; | and it came to pass, when Shalmaneser the king of the 2 

Assyrians came and captured Samaria and took the nine and a half tribes into captivity and 
carried them away to the mountains of the Medes and the rivers of Gozan, | that he was 3 



Col. VI. 
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Col, VIII. 

Col. IX. 

Col. X. 

Col. XI. 

Col. XII. 
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a young man; and he fled and came to Jerusalem in the days of Hezekiah king of Judah, 
And he walked not in the way of his father in Samaria, because he feared Hezekiah. | And 4 

he was found in the time of Hezekiah speaking words of lawlessness in Jerusalem; | and 5 

he was accused by the servants of Hezekiah, and fled to the region of Bethlehem. And 

they persuaded . . . | and Belchira accused Isaiah and the prophets, saying ‘Isaiah and the6 
prophets with Isaiah prophesy against Jerusalem and against the cities of Judah and Benjamin 

that they shall go in fetters and chains and thou, my lord, shall depart; | and they prophesy 7 

falsely and Israel and Judah and Benjamin they hate and their word is evil against Judah 
and Israel. | And Isaiah himself said unto them, I see more than Moses the prophet; | for 8 9 

Moses said, A’ man shall not see God and live, but Isaiah said, I have seen God and 

behold I live. | Know, O king, that he is a liar. And Jerusalem he called Sodom, and the 10 

rulers of Judah and Israel he named people of Gomorrah. And he brought many accusa- 

tions before Manasseh (against Isaiah) and the prophets. | And Beliar abode in the heart of 11 

Manasseh and in the heart of the rulers of Judah and Benjamin and of the eunuchs and 

of the king’s councillors, | and the words of Belchira pleased him, and he sent and seized 12 
Isaiah. | For Beliar was in great wrath against Isaiah on account of the vision and on13 

account of the revelation, because he revealed Samael, and because through him was mani- 

fested the coming forth of the Beloved from the Seventh Heaven, and His transformation, and 

His descent, and the form into which He must be transformed, even the likeness of man, 

and the persecution wherewith He shall be persecuted, and the punishments wherewith the 

children of Israel must punish Him, and the teaching of the twelve, and that He must be 

crucified with men who are evildoers, and that He shall be buried in a tomb, | and that the 14 

twelve with Him shall be offended by Him, and the guarding of the guards of the tomb, | 

and that the descent of the angel of the church which is in heaven... in the last days, 15 
and that [Gabriel] the angel of the Holy Spirit | and Michael the chief of the holy angels 16 

on the third day shall open His tomb, | and the Beloved seated on their shoulders shall 17 
come forth, and that He shall send out His disciples | and they shall teach all nations and 18 

every tongue unto the resurrection of the Beloved, and those shall be saved who have 
believed on His cross and on His ascent into the Seventh Heaven whence He also came, | and 19 © 

that many of them that believe on Him will speak through the Holy Spirit; | and that 20 

there shall be many signs and wonders in those days, | and at His approach His disciples 2 

shall forsake the prophecy of His twelve apostles and the faith and their love and their 
purity, | and there shall be many heresies at His approach, | and there shall be in those 22, 23 

days many desirous of rule and devoid of wisdom, | and there shall be many wicked elders 24 

and shepherds who oppress their sheep, which shall be [rent asunder] because they have not 

pure shepherds, | and many [shall change the honourable garments of the righteous for the 25 

garments of the covetous, and there will be much respect of persons] at that time, and 

lovers of the glory of this world, | and there shall be many slanders and much vain glory 26 

at the approach of the Lord, and the Holy Spirit shall depart from most men, | and there 27 

shall not be in those days many prophets speaking steadfastly save one here and one there 
in divers places, | on account of the spirit of transgression and fornication and vainglory and 28 

covetousness [which shall be in those who shall be called servants of that One and who 

receive that One. | And there shall be great hatred in the shepherds and elders towards 29 
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Col. XII.each other ;]| for there shall be much envy in the last days, for every one will speak that 30 
‘ which is pleasing in his own eyes; | and they shall neglect the prophecies of the prophets 31 
who were before me, and these my visions they will make void in order that they may speak the 
impulses of their own heart. | And now, Hezekiah, and Josab my son, these are the days of Ch. iv. 

the consummation of the world, | [and after it is consummated Beliar, a great angel, the 
king of this world, will descend, who hath ruled it since it came into being, and he will 

Col. XIV. descend from his] firmament in the form of a man, a lawless king, the slayer of his mother, 
who himself, | even this king, shall persecute the plant which the twelve apostles of the 3 

Beloved shall plant, and one of the twelve shall be delivered into his hands. | This ruler 4 

shall come in the form of that king and all the powers of this world shall come... . 

I. 2. NAMOY might be read TIANOY. The compound xaradvrapoiy is not known, but the word in the 
Ethiopic version (as emended by Dillmann) belongs to the same root as the word which translates dvvapts. 

3. ATIOCTACE!: the Ethiopic has an active sense, ‘in apostatizing.’ 
4. WC: the Ethiopic has the relative, which is more satisfactory. ~ 
g. H TIOPNIA: the Ethiopic adds ‘and adultery,’ 
11. It is not possible to read X€IPCI. For the corruption see note on III. 12. After Manasseh 

the Ethiopic adds ‘and Belachira,’ which is probably wrong, for Belchira or Bechira is introduced in § 12 

as a person not previously mentioned. On the varying forms of his name see note on III. 2. 
12-15. Whence the author obtained the names of ‘Toubi (=‘Tobiah’ Ethiop.) the Canaanite’ and 

‘Jonan of Nathoth’ is uncertain; neither of them occurs in the Septuagint. The Ethiopic calls the latter 
‘ Johannes of Anathoth,’ and the former ‘Tobia the Canaanite.’ If Tovfé is corrupt it is probably for Twit ; 

the loss of the final r would be easy since another r follows. But it is hardly worth while to alter these 
proper names since it is uncertain who are meant. Nathoth = Anathoth, a town in Benjamin (Jos. xxi. 
18, &c.). , 

15-18. The name and title of Zadok are corrupt in the Ethiopic, which is unintelligible at this point, 
but by a slight emendation can, according to Professor Charles, be brought into line with the Greek. 
The spelling SAAAOYK is not found in the LXX, where the normal form is Yadex. 

23-26. This passage is mutilated beyond the reach of restoration. A paraphrase of it is, however, 
given in the late Greek recension of the Ascension (see p. 1): d1d 7d ph) brodépew adrdy (sc. Isaiah) dpav ri 

ywoperny dvopiay év aitii cal dowrtlay Kal tiv mpooxivnow Kal dAatpelay tod Larava. 
II. 1. For woumqv the Ethiopic translator seems to have had before him some word like dcwriay ; 

cf. previous note. 
4-5. [KAl]... O€: the writer uses this collocation in V. 9. 
9-13. The identity of the persons mentioned here, as in I. 12-15, is uncertain. Possibly the writer 

meant by Micaiah, Joel, and Habakkuk to allude to the minor prophets of these names, in which case his 
chronology appears to have been weak. “Icacodp is called in the Ethiopic Josab; cf. XIII. 15, where the 
Greek has ‘IacovB. If "IacovB is to be read in place of “Icacovp, adrod means Isaiah; cf. Is. vii. 3 
and Ascension IV. 1. But if "Ioacov is retained, then adrod would naturally refer to "AuSaxovp. The 

reading of the Ethiopic is probably correct. 
14-15. TWN TIICTWN TWN TIICTWN ONTON EIC: the reading of the text might perhaps be defended, 

for the writer is fond of repetitions; cf. XII. 14-16 els xat efs wat els ev rémows Kal rémos, and X, 24-25 
moddot kat wodAol. But more probably morév dvrwy is merely a mistake for morevdévrwv; cf. X. 26. 

16. ANABHNAI: the subject understood is Isaiah, The Ethiopic has more vaguely ‘the ascension 

into heaven.’ 

26. After KAI a participle and its object are required meaning ‘having cooked them’ (so the 

Ethiopic). In the next line olxodvres, if right, appears to correspond to the Ethiopic word meaning ‘lived 

upon’ (the herbs). While the Greek has ‘with Isaiah’ simply, the Ethiopic adds ‘the prophet.’ 

28-30. The arrangement of this sentence is slightly different in the Ethiopic, which has, ‘And they 

spent two years of days on the mountains and hills. And afterwards while they were in the desert . . = 

D 
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30. A preposition must be inserted to govern rod «ivat. 
31-32. dvOpwards tis Hv is necessary; but we cannot make anything out of the very slight vestiges. 

Possibly rots dépecw followed «at, which seems otherwise superfluous. It is, however, doubtful whether there 
is room for rois épeow jv xrd., since line 32 seems to be much shorter than those preceding. 

III, 2. BEAIXEIAP: there is much uncertainty respecting the spelling of the name of this person, 
who is mentioned frequently in the Ascension but nowhere else. The Greek version calls him Bedtxerdp, 
Bexelp (IV. 15), Bexepd (IV. 21), MeAxenpd (VI. 15), BeAxipd (VIII. 13); the Ethiopic Balchira, or Ibchira, 

and in ch. v. 5-8 confuses Balchira with Malchira, the wicked angel; in the Vatican Latin fragment he is 
called Bechira. Between these variations it is impossible to decide definitely, but Belchira seems on the 
whole preferable. 

3. SEAEKIOY: for Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah, the opponent of Micaiah, cf. 7 below and IV. 14-16, 
where he is called first the uncle and then the brother of Belchira (but see note on IV. 14), and 
1 Kings xxii. 11, 24. 

6. BH@ANIA: ‘Bethlehem,’ Ethiopic. 

7. The Ethiopic translator has Hezekiah for Zedekiah by mistake. A similar confusion concerning 
him is found in the Chron. Pasch. which also mentions the 400 prophets; cf. p. 98 B with 96 C. 

8. XANANI: in the LXX Xavady or Xavava. 
10. The 8¢ which makes lines 10-15 a parenthesis is reproduced by the Ethiopic translator according 

to the reading of the best MS. Dillmann, however,-omits it. It is possible that the text which our 

scribe was copying omitted A€, and that he inserted it from another MS. as a variant; but the other 
cases of letters supplied over the line are merely corrections of mistakes, 

12. ICPAHA TIAHN: TIA seems to have arisen from a dittography of HA; cf. I. 11, where ENXEIPCIMANACCH 

has been corrupted into €NX€IPHMAMANACCH. 
15. By a curious error Baal is made a feminine god. 
17. The critical sign following C€N indicates that the omitted passage supplied in the top margin 

was to be inserted at this point; cf. IV. 10, XI. 5. The sign is very similar to that found with the same 

meaning in much earlier papyri, e.g. the Oxyrhynchus Homer (Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Part I, p. 101, line 83), 
but the two parts of it are in this papyrus not always joined. 

IEMMAAA: similarly Amadd4 in the Ethiopic. The A is a corruption of A. In the Greek MSS, 
of the LXX the forms Ieuaa, IewiAa and IeyAa are found. 

AYTOC A€ xrd.: this digression concerning Zedekiah and Micaiah (§$ 13-16) constitutes one of the 
most difficult parts of the Ascension. The Ethiopic translation is unintelligible and in several places 
corrupt, and it is hard to obtain a connected sense from the Greek without alterations. As lines 17-20 
stand, airés ought to mean Zedekiah; then the natural sense of the passage 15-23 would be:—Zedekiah 
reviled Micaiah and was himself reviled by Ahab (and imprisoned). Micaiah was also imprisoned; con- 

sequently ‘he was with Zedekiah”’ But to this interpretation there are overwhelming objections. (1) In 
1 Kings xxii. nothing is said about Zedekiah being reviled by Ahab, while on the other hand Micaiah 

was rebuked by the king. (2) The obscure sentence jjoay pera ’Oxofelov viod ’AAaw év Teppopa .. . is clearly 

epexegetic of the preceding one, as is indicated by the absence of a connecting particle before joay; and 
if, as seems inevitable, Ahaziah the son of Ahab is meant, neither jv werd in 20 nor joay perd in 23 can 
imply ‘being together’ in prison. To obtain any satisfactory sense it is necessary to suppose that Micaiah 
is the subject of i8pic6n as well as of &8A6n, and that the events referred to in kal jy pera Ledexlov took 

place some time after the imprisonment of Micaiah. The simplest change is to omit Mvxaias in line 19, 

as is done by one of the three Ethiopic MSS.; airds by itself can refer to Micaiah just as well as to 
Zedekiah. The general connexion of 15-25 will then be—‘ Zedekiah reviled Micaiah. Micaiah was also 
reviled by Ahab and imprisoned. Some time afterwards Micaiah was again with Zedekiah; this took 
place in the time of Ahaziah son of Ahab.’ 

18, 19. The explanation of the horizontal strokes after ymO and €BAH in the middle of the line (cf. 

V. 3) is probably that in the MS. from which the scribe was copying yO and €BAH came at the ends of 
short lines, and had, as often happens, a stroke following them in order to fill up the blank space, and the 

scribe followed his archetype with more fidelity than intelligence. Cf. IX. 13, where he similarly inserts 
the wedge-shaped sign in the middle of a line. 

24,25. The mutilation of this passage, one of the obscurest of the Ancien, is much to be deplored. 
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The Ethiopic has ‘they were with Ochozias (i.e. Ahaziah) the son of Alamérém balala’aw.’ The second word 
has been supposed to be a corruption of BaciAe’s, but this hypothesis gains no support from the Greek. 
The equally meaningless Alamérém confirms the doubtful reading AAA{M at the end of line 24, but affords 
no clue to the meaning of line 25. The first question which arises concerns the identity of ‘Ochozias 
(Ahaziah) the son of Alam,’ as he is called here and in IV. 11. The Ochozias of IV. 3 and 18 is 
undoubtedly Ahaziah the son of Ahab; and since the same person seems to be meant in all four cases, 
it is necessary to suppose that ’AAdy is a corruption of ’Ay4é8. The objection that "Ayadf is correctly 
spelled in III. 11 is counterbalanced by the fact that in IV. 11 the Ethiopic and Latin versions have 
‘Ochozias the son of Ahab.’ eypwya... in line 25 must be a place-name. Samaria naturally suggests 
itself, but this corruption would be much more difficult to explain than that of ’Ayd8 into ’AAdp. 

26-IV. 1. The Ethiopic has, ‘And Elijah the prophet of Tébén (i.e. Tishbon) of Gilead rebuked 
Ahaziah and Samaria.’ Possibly in 27-28 we should read THC]| F[AAAAA, but the first letter of 28 is much 
more like T. 

IV. 2. EMPOPHTEYEN: here and in line 9 EPONEYEN the Greek has the imperfect where the perfect 
is found in the Ethiopic. For the prophecy of Elijah see 2 Kings i. 1-6. 

4. EN KAEINH APPWCTIAC: the Ethiopic translates, ‘on 47s bed of sickness,’ instead of ‘on a bed 
of sickness.’ 

7. AANACAP: cf. V. 11, ’AAyaodp; the LXX form is Zadapavacodp or ’Evepercdp(os). The Ethiopic 
has Lebanaser. 

8, 9. The scribe first made an unusual division, W|N, and then corrected it. He is, however, not 
always so careful; cf. note on X. 9. 

10. For the critical sign after 6Y indicating the insertion of an omitted passage, cf. note on III. 17. 
For Ochozias the son of Alam, i.e. Ahaziah the son of Ahab, see note on III. 24. The Ethiopic 

version and the first Vatican fragment, which contains ch. II. § 14 to III. § 13 in Latin, have ‘the false 
prophets who were with Ochozias.’ 

13. Nothing is known about Jalerjis (so the Ethiopic). The Latin fragment calls him Gamarias. 
The word following OPOYC is corrupt. The Ethiopic has Joel, which is unintelligible ; the Vatican fragment 
Efrem (i.e. Ephraim). The first letter of line 14 can only be A or A, and since IC\|AAA would be an 

incorrect division, we prefer 1CAAA which is probably, as Professor Charles suggests, a corruption of ICPAHA. 
14-16. Cf. III. 7, where Zedekiah is called Belchira’s uncle. The Ethiopic agrees with the Greek in 

mentioning Belchira (Ibchira) here. The Vatican fragment has e¢ ipse (sc. Jalerjas) fuit frater Sedeciae. 
It is probable that the name Belchira here is a gloss which has crept into the text, and that the Latin 
preserves the right reading. If airds refers to Jalerjas the parenthesis is perfectly intelligible in this place, 
whereas there is no point in the reference to Belchira’s relationship to Zedekiah, to say nothing of the 
inconsistency with III. 7. 

19. FOMOPPWN: so the Vatican fragment. The Ethiopic has ‘Aguaron, which is no doubt 
a corruption of Toudppwr. That the king of Israel should be called the king of Gomorrah is probably 
due to the influence of ch. III. § 10 (cf. Isa. i. 10), where Isaiah is accused by Belchira of having called 
Jerusalem Sodom, and the rulers of Judah and Israel the people of Gomorrah. Tépoppa is here declined 
as a plural word; in VII. 25, however, the usual genitive [To]udppas occurs, 

a1. The stop after [.]N is not quite certain, but was probably there, as is required by the sense, 
Cf. the Vatican fragment, which rightly begins a new sentence with et cognovit Bechira, while the Ethiopic 
by omitting ‘slew’ and connecting Belchira with the preceding sentence reduces the passage to nonsense. 

V. 1. The letter following xwPA may be B, 1, M,N, TI. Possibly the scribe wrote BHO at the end 
of the line and repeated it at the beginning of the next. 

3. On the occurrence of the horizontal stroke after TW, cf. note on III. 18. 
6. Probably the superfluous letter at the beginning of the line was crossed out, but the vestiges are 

not even enough to make it certain what the letter was. 
g. KAl AYTOC: the Ethiopic connects this with the preceding sentence, ‘they were confederate with 

him, and he was from Samaria. A different punctuation is implied by the Greek text, in which this 
sentence is to be connected with what follows rather than with what precedes. The Latin fragment agrees 

with the Ethiopic. 
D2 
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II, 12. AATACAP: cf. note on IV.7. The Fr was first omitted by the scribe, like the C at the beginning 

of lines 14, 24; cf. VII. 16. The Ethiopic here calls him Alagarzagar. 

15, 16. ENNEA HMICY YAAC: so the Latin. The Ethiopic omits the ‘half’ : 

19. OPH MHAWN: so the Latin i montem Medorum. Cf. 2 Kings xvii. 6 xargxiwev atrods ev ‘Adde 

xai év ‘ABdp, morayois Twdp, cat Op) Mijdwv, and xviii, 11. The Ethiopic translator has ‘the provinces of 

the Medes and the rivers of Tazon (Gozan).’ As Prof. Charles suggests, either his MS. read Spa, a 

corruption of épy, or he was following the Massoretic text, which has ‘regions’ instead of the LXX 
‘ mountains.’ 

26-VI. 4. The Ethiopic has, ‘And he walked not in the way of his father the Samaritan’; the Latin, 

non ambulabat in via Samariae patris sui, The Greek is obviously wrong as it stands; but by altering 
€]MATEIC to ETMATE! and EICCAMAPIAN to ENCAMAPIA it can be brought nearer to the Ethiopic which 
alone preserves the correct reading. 

VI. 13. EMEICAN: the Ethiopic translator seems to have had the singular verb before him; the 
Latin fragment omits it. A line has probably dropped out of the Greek at an early period. Cf. IV. 17-19 
peréxeoay rov "Oxo elay Baoihéa Topudppwr, from which it might be conjectured that the object of éreway 
was King Manasseh, and the subject Belchira. But since the accusation against Isaiah comes afterwards, 
this anticipates subsequent events too much. It is more likely that the subject of émeoay is the false 
prophets, and the ‘many from Jerusalem’ mentioned in V. 6, 7, while Belchira is the object. 

16. The Ethiopic and Latin versions have ‘the prophets who were with him. 

17-VII. 9. The Greek in this section diverges considerably from the Ethiopic, which is supported by 
the Latin. In the earlier part the Ethiopic and Latin are the fuller and more accurate, but in the later 
part the Greek text preserves a sentence which has dropped out of the other two versions. In the 
Ethiopic the whole passage runs, (6) ‘Isaiah and those who are with him prophesy against Jerusalem and 
against the cities of Judah that they will be laid waste, and (against) Benjamin also that it will go into 
captivity, and also against thee, O lord the king, that thou shalt go (bound) with hooks and iron chains; 
(7) but they prophesy falsely against Israel and Judah. (8) And Isaiah himself hath said,’ &c. The 
Latin has ‘. . . profetabant in Hierusalem et in civitates Fudeae quoniam deserentur et in filios Fudeae 
et Benjamin quoniam captivi ducentur et in te domine rex quoniam galeagra et per ferrum deduceris. The 
Greek should be rewritten mpopyrevovow éni ‘Iepovocadtjp cai én ras addres “lovda dre epnuwOjocovtrar Kai emt 
Tovs viovs "Iovda cal Beviapely Ste mopevoovra eis alxuadwoiay kal Ste ov, kbpre Baird, év yaredypais xal év médais 
déopios atededon. 

On the other hand, in § 7 the words xal rév "IopahA to Adyos adréy xaxdés are Omitted in the Ethiopic, 
the translator (or more probably the scribe of the MS. before him) going from rév “IepaiA kat rov “lovday in 
VII. 3-4 to rdv “Iovday Kai roy lopayA in 8-9. The Latin has the same omission, and in other respects agrees 
with the Ethiopic, except that it inserts ‘and against Jerusalem’ at the end of § 7. With the accusation 
of Belchira here cf. Isaiah i. 10, ‘Hear the word of the Lord, ye rulers of Sodom; give ear unto the 

law of our God, ye people of Gomorrah.’ 

24. FAAI[AT]P[AIC: cf. 2 Chron. xxxiii. 11, The Vatican fragment preserves the Greek word latinized. 

VII. 9. KAl AYTOC HCAIAC xra.: this charge against Isaiah is referred to by Origen (Hom. in 
Esaiam 1). Cf. Isaiah vi. 1. ' 

11, AYTOIC: the Ethiopic and Latin omit ‘to them, 
16. T at the beginning of the line was first omitted; cf. V. 12, note. 

20. YEYAH[C] ECTIN: so the Latin. The Ethiopic has ‘that they are false prophets.’ 

24, 25. [IOYAA] KAl ICPAHA: the Ethiopic has ‘of Judah and Jerusalem’; the Latin has eius (sc. 
Hierusalem) et Fudaeae et Hierusalem (sic). 

VIII. 1, 2. The Ethiopic and Latin have ‘brought many accusations against Isaiah and the prophets 
before Manasseh.’ Possibly ’Heafov is the word lost in VII. 27, but more probably rod ’Hoatov has dropped 
out after Mavacof owing to confusion with rod in line 1. For the writer’s construction after xarnyopeiv 

cf. VI. 14-17. 

11. TWN BACIAE@N: the plural is clearly a slip for the singular, and due to the plurals preceding. The 
Ethiopic and Latin have the singular. . 

12. KAl HPECAN: so the Latin et placuerunt. The Ethiopic has ‘pleased him exceedingly.’ 
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15. EKPATHCEN: similarly the Ethiopic has the singular verb; the Latin has the plural adpre- 
henderunt. 

16. HN TAP «rA.: at this point begins the Christian section of the first part of the Ascension, which 
continues to ch. v. § 1, and gives a summary of Isaiah’s vision, a subject which is treated at greater length 
in the second part. 

20. The Greek scribe has confused d¢fypatos and detypariopyod. The ‘revealing’ of Sammael, chief of 
the wicked angels, is described in the second part of the Ascension dealing with the vision (ch. vii. 
§§ 9-12). On his way to heaven Isaiah finds Sammael in the firmament above the earth. 

a1. OTI: the Latin translator seems to have omitted dd rijs dpdoews cal and rod detypariopod. 
26. The seven heavens are described in detail in the second part of the Ascension. 
IX. 11. MAOHTEIA: this is better than the reading of the Ethiopic, ‘the coming of the twelve 

disciples and the teaching.’ It is noticeable that neither here nor in the adscript at the top of XI. is 
didaxx the word used for the teaching of the apostles. Cf. introd. p. 2. 

11-14. The Ethiopic has ‘and that before the Sabbath He should be crucified upon the tree and should 
be crucified together with wicked men.’ The omission in the Greek of the words italicized is perhaps due 
to the recurrence of cravpw6jjvat, but it is quite possible that they are an interpolation. 

13. On the insertion of the wedge-shaped sign in the middle of the line see note on III. 18. 
19-21. KA[I] H THPHCEIC TON T[H]PHTWN: this is better than the Ethiopic readings ‘those 

watchers also were watching’ or ‘the watchers also watching.’ 
22-27. The Greek in this section diverges somewhat from the Ethiopic, and, owing to the lacunae, 

a complete restoration is impossible. The Ethiopic has ‘and the descent of the angel of the Christian 
Church which is in the heavens, whom He (or ‘who’) will summon in the last days.’ The Greek, 
however, by inserting the conjunction és before 7 xardaois, indicates that a verb followed, which is perhaps 
the mutilated word in 25. ‘Christian’ is omitted, no doubt rightly, in the Greek, which unfortunately is 
not sufficiently well preserved to show the construction in line 25. -ros in 26 is probably the termination 
of a participle such as xadodpros, 

27. If KA{I] is correct, the word lost at the end of the line must belong to the succeeding, not to 
the preceding, sentence. The Ethiopic has simply ‘and the angel of the Holy Spirit.’ Most probably 

the word lost is TaSpujA, corresponding to MixayA in X. 2. The phrase dyyeAdos rod mvedparos aylov is 
remarkable, but it would suit Gabriel; Gabriel is associated with Michael in early Christian representations 
of our Lord, and Michael and Gabriel come for the soul of the Virgin Mary in Zransitus Mariae, B. 8. 
Cf. note on X.. Io. 

X. 6. ANOIZOYCIN: the subject is the two angels. The Ethiopic has the singular of the verb, 

Michael being the subject. 
9. WMOYC must be the word intended, and seems to have been actually written, though the scribe 

did not at first write WM and the division @M|OYC is incorrect. 

10. AYTWN: i.e. the two angels. One of the Ethiopic MSS. has ‘of the Seraphim,’ but the other 
two agree with the Greek, which is right. Cf. the Gospel of Peter, §§ 39, 40 (ed. Harnack), in which our 
Lord comes forth from the tomb supported by two angels, a tradition which is found here in a more 
detailed form, and Luke xxiv. 4, John xx. 12, where two angels are said to have appeared after the 
Resurrection. In Matt. xxviii. 2 only one angel is mentioned. 

12, 13. TOYC MAOHTAC AYTOY: the Ethiopic has ‘ His twelve disciples.’ 
21. EN TH ANABACE! is to be constructed with moredoavres rather than with pa@nredcovew. The 

order is in neither case very satisfactory, and it is possible that the original reading was H ANABACIC, 
which was altered to év rj draBdoe owing to its distance from another nominative. One Ethiopic MS, 

omits ‘on.’ 
24, 25. TI[OJAAO! KJAl TIOAAO!: cf. the similar repetitions in XII. 14-16, els kal els xai els ey rémos 

kat rdrots. i - 
28. [AAAHCOYC]IN is really doubtful, (1) because the letters must have been unusually cramped if 

they were got into the lacuna; (2) because the order of words in 26-8 suggests that & ro ayip a[v(edpar):] 

is to be taken with morevdytwy instead of the succeeding verb, The Ethiopic, however, has ‘will speak 

in the Holy Spirit.’ 
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XI. 2. The dots over the second €CTAI signify that it was to be erased. An unusual feature in 
them is that the first and last are shaped like small breathings. 

4. KAl: the Ethiopic has ‘and afterwards.’ 
5. The critical sign after AYT[O]N signifies that the ontitted passage, supplied at the top, is to be 

inserted at this point; cf. note on III. 17. 

TIPOPHTEIAN:: ‘teaching’ in the Ethiopic; cf. note on IX. 11, 

6. The Ethiopic omits airoé, but has ‘their faith’ in 7. 
10. AIPECEIC: the force of this is hardly rendered by the Ethiopic, which has ‘ contention.’ 
11. €NTIZEIN: the Ethiopic doubles this expression unnecessarily; cf. XII. 4. 
15. APXEIN KAl: the Ethiopic has ‘ although devoid of wisdom.’ 
18-22. This passage is corrupt in the Ethiopic, though by the change of a single letter the reading 

of one MS. can be made to agree with the Greek. In line 20 the mutilated word is a participle like 

d:aptaynodpeva. 

23-28. The vestiges of these lines are too slight to admit of restoration. So far as can be judged, 
the Ethiopic translation agrees with the Greek. 

26. The first doubtful Ww here, the first five letters of line 27, and the remains of line 28 are on a separate 
fragment which seems to fit here. The writing on the other side of it has entirely vanished. If IAA 
in 27 is part of guAdpyupos, either there has been an omission in the next clause, which should be ‘and 
there will be much respect of persons’ (see translation, supplied from the Ethiopic), or else another line 
is lost after line 28. 

XII. 4. KATAAAAEIA] TIOAAAI: the Ethiopic has ‘slander and slanderers,’ an unnecessary dittography 
like that in XI. 11. ; 

13. TIOAAO! AAAOYNTEC: the Ethiopic inserts ‘nor’ between ‘many prophets’ and ‘ (those) who will speak.’ 
14. For this curious repetition, ‘except one and one and one in places and places,’ cf. X. 24 modAAot 

kal woddof. The expression seems to be based on a Semitic phrase, but it is noteworthy that it occurs 
in the section of the Ascension which is generally considered the latest in point of date. The Ethiopic 
does not translate it literally, but gives the sense, ‘one here and there in divers places.’ 

XIII. 9. EMOY: the account of Isaiah’s vision, which began in VIII. 16, has by this time lost the 
semblance of indirect construction which was kept up till the end of Col. X. Isaiah now speaks in the 
first person; cf. lines 14, 15, where he addresses Hezekiah and Josab. 

11, TAYTAC: this is better than the reading of the Ethiopic, ‘ which.’ 
16-18, The Ethiopic is corrupt at this point. 
XIV. 1. TOC: ie. orepedparos. 

5. The ‘wicked king, slayer of his mother,’ i is of course the Emperor Nero. 
7. PYTEYCOYCIN: ‘will have planted,’ in the Ethiopic. 
10. The reference is probably to the martyrdom of St. Peter. 

13. The Ethiopic has ‘this angel Berial, which is probably a gloss on dpywv. 



Il. CHRISTIAN HYMN. 

Piate II (26:4 x 31°3 cm.). 

ae this papyrus is preserved a very interesting example of early Christian Hymnology. 
Unfortunately it has suffered a good deal by mutilation, apparently to a large extent 

due to the carelessness of its Arab discoverers. The task of reconstruction is, however, 
assisted by two important factors. One of these is the metrical system. The piece consists 
of twenty-five lines, each (with the exception of the last) consisting of three parts, which 

-are metrically equivalent and are marked off in the original by double dots. The second 
aid to reconstruction consists in the fact that the first twenty-four lines represent the 
twenty-four letters of the alphabet, and that each of the three parts of a line begins with 

_ the same letter. Thus the three parts of line 1 each begin with A, those of line 2 with B, 
and so on. The hymn is in fact an elaborate metrical acrostic. 

The metre, however, is of a somewhat elastic description. The scheme is &-w-«%-— : 

which occurs thrice in each of the first twenty-four lines, twice in the twenty-fifth. At the 

commencement of the verse two short syllables, or one syllable which may be either long 
or short, are used indiscriminately; and in one instance (the second part of line 11) these 

opening syllables or syllable are omitted altogether. This makes it probable that the metre 
is to be regarded as dactylic rather than anapaestic. But the most characteristic feature of 

the verse is the accentuation of the penultimate syllable, which is also usually, though not 
invariably, quantitatively short. The only instance of a word with an unaccented penultimate 

syllable standing at the end of the verse is Ocod in the first part of line 10, and there the 
scansion of the whole verse is a matter of doubt; cf. note ad loc. The accented penultimate 

syllable is as a rule preceded by a dactyl, but a spondee occasionally appears in this 

position. 

The metre is thus in itself an extremely simple one, but it is complicated by the 
arbitrary manner in which the quantities of syllables are determined. The metrical value of 
words is sometimes made to depend on accent, sometimes on quantity, occasionally it is 
opposed to both. Accented short syllables are lengthened, e.g., in 11 hovodpevos, 21 poBepdv 
eis, 24 €uabes. The lengthening of unaccented short syllables is rarer; examples are 

3 HAvOes, 17 pamiopévos evi. Unaccented diphthongs or long vowels are shortened, e. g., in 

5 €pxovrat, 12 émetpdlero, 15 didviav, 19 dvdwavha. Vowels long by position are shortened, 

e.g. in 7 Séomdrns, 16 einyyérdile, 24 euabés pyxér. The hymn belongs to a period of 
transition when the old principles of prosody were giving way, and the new ones were 
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asserting themselves, but as yet everything was fluctuating and uncertain. The same conflict 
between quantity and accent is to be seen in progress in the Ilap@éov of Methodius and 

the Christian Sibylline Oracles, and traces of the coming revolution are to be observed in 

the work of even the first Christian hymn-writer, Clement of Alexandria. But in our hymn 

the tonic principle is already on the path of victory. The strongest characteristic of the 
scheme is the accented penultimate; and accent being once firmly established in one part of 

the verse would not be slow in extending its influence. An interesting parallel to this 
feature of the hymn is found in a composition probably not very different in date, the 
Ad Virgines Exhort. (Billius 11, p. 299) of Gregory Nazianzen. In that poem too the one 

constant element is that each line ends with a word having an accented penultimate syllable. 

[... Ja. wOvaverod : abavaz[21 lettersyarovlwnvwahaByo 
BapvvOecpovedvycoavopor:|Ba{20 letters wixayrovmporayamny 

yapormverBacdnoo : yapov‘ . v.[. .J\. [14 letters] . ivapnoadenone 

SvoipnpacipnKkerihaner : Siyarwverurel 15 letters]. [...]... okaw 

o 
5 €pxovraitwverpoBatwoie : evoxnpacwerwberd 13 letters] . reuaxpolev 

lyrilnoapedayror : [.}rilwnvivadaBy : Cy[15 letters]puyy 

nvepaberedmidaxpare : nvwpi. jevocodeomrory| 14 letters] . ov 

Oondv0evT0daxopicac : Oavaro[. rpiromynparedeca[ tt letters]. ere... aSove 

igora0wvemirovtoie : trwvotweramapexe : iva. . Jarl. .lovrepurern 

10 Kadaciowrabeoparovbu : KaraTavraruToouTOpE. .]: KadnvlwnvivaaBno 

Aoveapevoreriopdavy : ovcapevorevituTOLT : hovrpor{. joxaBaparovexes 
0 

pewacempaceroevopt : peyahwoSumoraovvopov . . . . vyravTowen 
vuverpyaraiKhypovopiac : vuvKepovey[. .Joord. . . .Jyyvrovemwwowpeyahor 

EevovoeimevOaSiarpedw : EevoveKapnduvpevove:[...... Jeromupwadvyn 

15 overepbevtrarynpivaraly : ohaBwrlanvai. jaf... ... |parocafavaciac 
as 

Tad. juny yeileheywr : mrwaxoBaotave.. [..---.. Jewarkdnpovops — 

paml[.... .Jevuruitour : pornvivamavramapexe....... Javarovwodern 

ovOal. .. .Jvavacraciwdyo : cvropwowarwr[. Jif. ..... ] . dorovivahaBno 
ta[.lea[. . . .Javlahumopevov : radeoxiprynpata..[....+..6- ]pdoBepovrrapavopow 

20 vTory|. |xapwnOeoaxotwo : vraKxoverevnow 14 letters voopnkerisaht 
[14 letters }ruromuppoBepoverrarypor| 16 letters oruprapavopouw 

[22 Xe xarcrepabayrol 1 3 letters |ruprapavopoww 

[23 » Jorpahpovopebayior : Wyn .« [. ]reravrorerpepetv 
[22 , J]: ovedabeounkeriiabne : wverrevooiivahabno 

25 [23 » Javarovovkeriduvn 

1. ‘. .. that thou mayst receive immortal life. 

2. Thou hast escaped the heavy ordinance of a wicked . . . to. love. 
3. Thou hast come to the marriage of the king, the marriage ... that thou mayst not disfigure 

thy face. 
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The literary quality of the hymn is not very high. The writer does not show much 
skill in overcoming the difficulties of his acrostic method, which has resulted sometimes in 

want of connexion, sometimes in repetition; and the short metrical periods have a rather 

jerky and monotonous effect. The piece is of a hortatory character, and dwells on the life 
and precepts of our Lord, and the joys of Heaven as contrasted with the terrors of Hell. 

The papyrus is written in a rather careful cursive hand, which we should assign to the 
first half of the fourth century. The date of composition is not likely to be much earlier 
than that of the actual manuscript; but several small corruptions and errors indicate that 
this copy is removed by one or two stages from the archetype. The usual contractions, 

Os, tS, XS, occur. 

10 

15 

20 

25 

[A...].. uw O(edv....... "AOdvar[y — VU -— — *ADd]|varov Cay iva ra Bys. 
Bapodv Geopov epvyes dvduov Ba v-vu—vvu-— B vv — adriv mpds dydrnp. 

Tdpor nrvbes Bacidjos, Téwov kvuvy-vu-—Tuv- iva py o” adavions. 
Avot pypact pnkére Adda, Aixa tov emia -Yu--Avue-vu-vy ohas 

Epxovrat twes mpoBartivos "Ev oxyjparw érwbev MNvxo. Ev-vv— re paxpdber. 
Znre Choa pel ayiwv, Zylre Cov iva dd By {s), Zy[re 7d wip Wa] diyp{s). 
“Hy euabes edrrida Kxpdrer, “Hy apic€ co 6 Seordry[s H- vv —-vv-—] dor. 

@(€d)s mrvOe word Kopioas, @avdrolv] tpirdmnpa teréoals, @vY-vu-—]vuv-ouvs 

"Inaoods 6 rabdv emt rovrows, €Irav ore vOra mwapéxw “Iva pr Sardar)» wepuméoy{s). 
Kan’ ciot ra Oeopa tod O(co)d' Kara wavra tirous broperfe] Kady lwnv iva do Bys- 

Aovodpevos év “lopddvn, Aovodwevos évi timous, Aovrpov [T]> Kadpovov xe. 

Meivas éwepdter’ év dpe, Meyddws 8 brs -vv-- M vv -- airs ein{s). 

Nov épyacat Kypovopias, Nov kapdv exes Gre [Sidws] Nov rots wewador peyddros. 
Elévous ele O(cd)s Siatpépew, Zévovs cacti) pi Suv(a)pévous’ [Hénl]e 7d wip iva piyy(s). 
“Ov éxepbe warip iva réOy, ‘O daBav lwhy ailw)vifay, ‘O daBav x]pdros aavacias. 

Mai 8 [elinyyédule héywv, Trwyot Baowetay »-- Ive elvar xdnpovopias. 

‘Pamo[pévos] evi tumous “Porjy iva wavtt mapéxn [P vv — O]dévarov ty’ ddéop- 
3d Oalvav tp’ dvdctacw iSys, Sd 7d das iv” aidvifoly i[Sys, Ld O(cd)v] ddrov iva da Bys. 
Ta [8] d[vawjavia dAvTo{v)pévov, Ta S¢ oxiprypara [--, Td 5é wi]p doBepdy wapavdpors. 

‘trd ri[v] xdpw Fes dxdras’ ‘Crdxove tévnow [airodow, “Trepndd|yos pyxére dddet. 
[DoBepdv vv - éa]r 73 wip, DoBepor cis del ypdrfov, PoBepdv ye 7]d wip wapavdpors. 
[X vu-vu-ve--] Xpioris cai ordupal ayioly X vv-vv] wip wapavopors. 
[W vv -ve-vu-- VaddJov parpods we? dyiov. Wuyiv vv wavrote tpépev. 

[Q-vu-ve--] "Ov cuales pyxére AOn, *Ov dr cou iva da Bys. 

fy v-ve-vvu--| vy Ofivaroy odxér Suvp. 

4. Speak no more in double words, without... 
5. Some come in sheep’s clothing who are inwardly wolves . . . from afar. 
6. Seek to live with the saints, seek to receive life, seek to escape the fire. 

E 
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7. Hold fast the hope which thou hast learned, which the Master determined for thee... 
8. God came bringing many blessings, He wrought a triple victory over death... 

g. Jesus who suffered for this, saying, I give my back, that thou fall not a prey to death. 
10, Glorious are the ordinances of God; in all things he suffers as an example, that thou mayst 

have glorious life. 
11. He washed in Jordan, He washed as an example, His is the stream that cleanseth. 
12. He abode on the mount and was tempted, and greatly... 

13. Now work out thine inheritance, now is the time for thee to give, even now, to them that 
hunger greatly. 

14. God said, Feed the stranger, the stranger and the helpless, that thou mayst escape the fire. 
15. The Father sent Him to suffer, Who has received eternal life, Who has received power over 

immortality. 

16. He preached the gospel to His servants, saying, The poor (shall possess) a kingdom, theirs 
is the inheritance. 

17. He was scourged as an example, in order to give an impulse to all... in order to destroy 
death. 

18. In order that thou after death mayst see resurrection, that thou mayst see the light to eternity, 
that thou mayst receive the God of lights. 

19. O the rest of the sorrowful, O the dancing of the . .. O the fire, fearful for the wicked. 
20. Freely hast thou come under grace, listen to the prayer of the poor, speak no more arrogantly. 
21. Fearful . . . is the fire, fearful for evermore, yea, fearful is the fire for the wicked. 

22. ,.. Christ (shall give .. .) and the crowns of the saints, but for the wicked .. . the fire. 
23. ... singing psalms with the saints. ... feed the soul evermore, 

24... . Forget never what thou has learned, that thou mayst receive what he told thee.’ 

1. The first part of this line is difficult and probably corrupt. y (or, less probably, 0s) is certain, 
and before this the letters wy are clear. The letter following 0» can apparently be only a or 8, and 
the next is either vy or a. The letter after «« may be m but is more like v. The position of the double 
dots marking the end of the first part of the line is uncertain, but they are probably to be placed as in our 
transcript. In the papyrus there is a single dot under the loop of the first a of a@avar[, and another between 
the a and @, while there is a hole just where a dot corresponding to this latter one would have been. 
But we are unable to read the letters before the lacuna otherwise than as a@avaz[, and a word beginning 
with a is necessary at about this point. There are also traces of a diagonal stroke above the o of oc, 

which may indicate a division; cf. note on 21. In the last part of the line if a0d]varoy is right (wy 
must be scanned as a monosyllable, like the two first syllables of "Incods in 9. But (wy is a disyllable 
elsewhere in the piece. 

2. This is another difficult line. dvduov presumably agrees with a following substantive (? Ba[ovAjos). 
It is tempting to emend to véyov, but this would not improve the metre and is unwarrantable with such 
a large lacuna. The transposition of Oecpydv and épvyes is desirable on metrical grounds, At the end of 
the line the letter after the lacuna may be 7, t, or another vy, and A could be read in place of the 
doubtful a. 

3. The occurrence of the Epic forms #AvOes and BactAfjos is remarkable; iAvOev recurs in 8. 
ta py o” davions: i.e. ‘may not fast or mourn.’ Cf. Matt. vi. 16, ‘Moreover when ye fast, be not, 

as the hypocrites, of a sad countenance: for they disfigure their faces (apaviCovew yap ta mpdcwra 
airéy). ' 

4. The end of the line is hard to make out. If the letter before as is A it is abnormally large. 

évrodds is precluded owing to the accent. 
5. Cf. Matt. vii. 15 wevdompopntay otrwes epyovrar pds twas év evdduact mpoBdrwv, éowbev d€ elow 

Avcou Gprayes. 

6. AaBy must be for AdBys; so gvyn at the end of this line and 9 wepimeon, 12 en (?), 14 pvyn. 
8. tpirémmya is a very curious word, but most of the letters are clear. The end of the line is also 

difficult. The two letters after er: are possibly py, or ve or vw, The doubtful ad might be AA. 
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g. em rovros: the letters can hardly be read as em rvmos, though possibly this should be restored; 
cf. to and 11, 

véra nmapéxw: cf. Isaiah 1. 6 rov vdrdy pov dwxa els pdortryas. 

10. The first part of this line is very irregular in rhythm. Either @erpa | rod Oc05 must be scanned 
as two spondees, or if Oeoud rod is a dactyl, eo will be a solitary instance of a word not accented on 
the penultimate closing the verse. Spondees in the last foot but one are rare, but there appear to be 
examples in the third part of 12, the first part of 19, and the second of a1. 

rimos: so évt rémos in 11 and 17, always in reference to events in the life of our Lord. The 
meaning seems to be ‘as an example’; rémos is common in the N. T. in the sense of pattern 
or example, e.g. 1 Thess. i. 7 dore yevéoOa buds téxov maow Trois moreovow; I Pet. v. 3 dAAd témor yuwd- — 
pevot TOO Trowuvlov. 

II. Aovodpevos évt rémos: the metre is irregular. Aovodyevos is a choriambus, while in the first part 
of the line it was scanned AdvoGpévds ; and the syllable or syllables which usually precede the first dactyi 
are wanting. Perhaps there is some corruption, but there is no obvious emendation. 

12. The latter part of this line appears to be faulty. There is scarcely enough after peyddws to 
produce two verses; and there is no sign of the two dots marking the division unless before the supposed 
first o of owov where they would be out of place. Some reference to the Fasting might be expected, and 
iva is required somewhere in the last part of the line to govern ein{s). adrés seems to be a spondee; cf. 
note on 10. 

14. It seems necessary to take pi dvvapuevovs absolutely owing to the difficulty of finding for the 

lacuna an infinitive beginning with € which suits the sense. 
€évovs is scanned differently in the first two verses of the line (£€vots in (a), f€vods in (4))—unless 

indeed eime is to be taken as two short syllables and Oeds as a monosyllable. This, however, seems less 

likely; and eizey is certainly a spondee in 24 and so exp in 9. 
16. e]inyyéAte: evn is probably to be scanned as a monosyllable. 
After Bactdclav some verb having the meaning ‘receive’ or ‘enter’ is required, but we have been 

unable to find anything that suits the traces at all well. édoi[o. is just possible, though not satisfactory. 
The word lost before «iva: is perhaps Tarpés ; but the construction is difficult. 

17. The scribe perhaps wrote pami{uevos for pamiopévos, which must be scanned v — — —; there is 

scarcely room in the lacuna for pami(ouevos ; moreover a past tense is expected to correspond with Aovedpevos, 
pelvas, &c. pamtoyevos nv would be too long for the space, though it would improve the metre, At the 
beginning of the third part of the line fomjv was perhaps repeated. For évt rimos cf. 10, note. 

18, 6(€d)y] @érwy: the horizontal stroke which should indicate a contracted word is clearly visible 
under the first a of @Javaroy in 17. This makes it inadmissible to read ¢és] ¢érwv. It is true that there 
is a superfluous horizontal stroke above the second syllable of rpepew in 23, but this may have been 
intended to represent the final v which was nevertheless also inserted; cf. No. I. Iv. 12. For dedv ¢érev 
cf, James i, 17 rod marpds trév darwv. 

19. There seems to be no escape from ra [8] a[vaw]avda, which it is necessary to emend somehow. 
7d [8] a[vdz]avpa is perhaps the gentlest remedy, the last three syllables of dvdézavya forming a dactyl. 
There will then be a spondee in the last foot but one, which is apparently also the case in 12° and 
perhaps in 10}, 

After oxiprijpara some such word as d0Afwy or dylwy is required, but the traces before the lacuna are 

scarcely sufficient to give a clue. 
20. A paraphrase of ‘Freely ye have received, freely give’ (Matt. x. 8). 
21. The colon which should have been placed between zvp and @oSepov has been omitted, and is 

replaced by the diagonal stroke above the line. 

eis det must be scanned as three long syllables, 
22, It is doubtful whether the verb to which Xpiords is the nominative came in the first or the third 

part of the verse, and also whether oréypaé’ is to be taken as nom. or acc. The w in ay is certain, 
otherwise the most obvious meaning would be ‘Christ will assign crowns to the righteous and fire 
to the wicked’ (yapioera:, e.g., in the lacuna). If, as seems. probable, the verb is to be looked for in 
the first part of the line, ywpls 8& 7] nip may be suggested, though this would scarcely fill the space. 

E 2 
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. 

23. The diagonal stroke after Joy may be accounted for by supposing that the colon which should 
have preceded WadA]wy was omitted as in 21, and that the stroke was mistakenly inserted before Vaduovs 
owing to the fact that this word also began with yw. 

[.Jre: either y or + may be read in place of r. ¢fi]ne is a possibility, but the shovteniig of the 
first syllable is not very satisfactory, especially as it has its normal quantity in the next line. 

The horizontal stroke above rpepev seems meaningless unless it was intended to represent the final », 
which was itself subsequently written; cf. note on 18, 

25. It is not easy to see the point of this line, since all the letters of the alphabet feat A to Q 
have already been exhausted. For a similar example of a metrical acrostic (iambics) cf. Greg. Naz., ed. 
Billius; II. p, 186. 

Ill. (2) LETTER FROM ROME. 

20°9 X 23°5 cm. ; 

HE letter upon the recto of this papyrus is amongst the earliest Christian documents 
from Egypt that have come down to us, but its condition is unfortunately so mutilated 

that little connected sense is attainable. The writer, who was obviously a person of consider- 

able importance in the church, dates his letter from Rome (1. 25), the persons addressed. 
are inhabitants of the Arsinoite nome (1. 21 wap tpiv & 7@ ‘Apowoeiry) and are called 

aSekdot (1. 17). Probably they were a Christian community in the Fayim. The gist of 

the letter concerns the payment of a sum of money by the addressees. The writer requests 

them to dispatch the money to Alexandria and hand it over to a certain Primitinus in order 

that the writer may find it there on his arrival. But the details are obscure. A certain 

Maximus 6 wdmas is mentioned in m1. 5 and g, This title might at first sight suggest that 

we have to do with a patriarch of Alexandria or even the pope of Rome; but as Maximus 

is coupled with a mere dvayveéorns and seems to have once been himself in the Arsinoite 

nome, it is probable that he was only a mpeoBurepos. 
The letter is written in a rude semi-uncial hand which we should ascribe to the latter 

half of the third or the beginning of the fourth century. A date was given in I. 25, but 

the number of the year is lost. There are, however, several difficulties in the way of placing 

the papyrus later than a.p. 285. From that year to 323 dates on papyri are given either by the 
consulships or by the years of two or more emperors, and there is not room for a double 

date in the lacuna at the beginning of 1. 25, while a date after 323 would be too late. If 
the papyrus was written after 285 the lost number must refer to an era. Non-Egyptian 

modes of reckoning the year are unlikely since the name of the month is Egyptian. 

Practically therefore the era, if era it be, must be that of Diocletian. There is an instance 

of the use of this era in a horoscope as early as a.p. 316 (Grenfell, Class. Review, 1894, 

p. 70). But as an ordinary method of dating documents, the era of Diocletian did not come 

into use until long afterwards, It is more probable that the papyrus was written between 

250 and 285. 7 

Col. I. 

Ends of the last 10 lines. 
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ves €€ Huldly rov of 
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Col. II. 

” eee ovr gov Fs anf. 
[++ . €foSidoa rv xpi [ 

é« Tod [.....] Adyou [kal] pi} 73 av7[o] 
dpov7|.....vouy kat elprro .[. .Jo 
ev On .[..].. gre\dopévar mpds 
abrov a[md] ris "AdeLarS8petas Kat 
mpoddadis] Kai dvaBodas Kab dva- 
Sdots mou od|uevos, ob olopat aiz[o]v 
Tara .+.. alrias ovros medpon- 
kévat, et 8€ Kal dv viv airy Tepuo- 
Torys %) TrpBeBynvia ph Torjorat 
MOyor is 73 Kadds cyew 7... ew 
dvéxopai, eb 88 €.... dprow ma- 

ev 
Me rempagy o [[']] egfJy Sd pli}epdv ye- 
vérOaun mpds ri [. .]f. .]. » Nidov 
kat Tov matépa *Amodddvi(o)v eis 
@..T.+.+.@ enéorahdy Te 
mapaxp|jpja 76 apyvpiov éfodiac- 
Onvar dpiv 3 Kat Karaydyevrar 
is THY “AdeEdrSpiav dvyodpe- 
pov ddvas map’ tpiv & 7O ’Apowo- 
le]iry. rodro yap ovvellé]unv Tpe- 
peureivy Gore 76 dpyvpiov air[a] is 
anv] *APAc]EdvSprav eEwSiacOAvas. 
[(€rous) .]// Tatm % dard ‘Pépns. 

Col. III. 

kah@s ody Toujoavres 
> , ‘ > id avnodpevolt] ta d0dr[ va 

tiv ovv adrois efoppl 

Mégipov tov mdmaly cal 
Tov dvayydo}rny Kat [ 
moynoaries] ra S050 é£o- 
Sidonre 7d apyvpuov [ 
ve 7) Makino 76 wena 

AapBavorre]s wap’ adz[od 
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emOnk . . [ 

modo .[...]yov apl 
ov Td apyvpiov tapakol, 
Sovs adrd Geova iva ovr, 

15 yevopevos is rv "Ade€[dvdprav 
evpo avrd is Ta dvadapalra pf) 

ovv dpetnonte, aderdo[ é, 

wv TovTO TovnTaL wa pr [ TI peupe- 
reivos Sid Thy eunv pol 

20 TH Ade€avSpeia Siarpiby [ 

emt tiv “Paépny adX’ os pas [ Ta- 

parevéy mama Kat rots Kara [ 

ratos mpol.].[..]. Tao... [ 
kal mdvras... varagoul ’A- 

25 yaboBou[d.. €pplocba t[uas evyoua. 

Jawada . [ 

II. 8. avz[o]~, Pap. g. 1. obrws mepporvnkévat. II. cvupBeBnxviay, Pap. 12. ts Pap.: so 

in III. 15. 19. vw, Pap. "21, upiy corr. from nev. 24. 1. é&odvacOjvat. IIT. 14. 
1. ©ewrG. iva, Pap.: so in 18, 16. 1. edpa, 22, v of revév over the line. & corrected. 
23. ratot corrected. 

(a) II. 19. xarayayeirat is apparently for xaraydyere. 
21. ddvas: adv is found in Epicharmus for a kind of fish, but though the fisheries om the Arsinoite 

nome were noted, the occurrence of the word here is very doubtful. 
25. On the date see introduction. The words dd ‘Popys, like the last line of III, are written 

more cursively than the rest. The date may have been placed here instead of at the end of III because 
there was more margin. It is not at all likely that columns II and III are parts of two letters. 

III, 8. Perhaps Tpepurel|v@ ; cf. II. 22. 

(3) EPISTLE TO HEBREWS 1.1. () GENESIS I. 1-5 IN THE 
VERSIONS OF THE LXX AND AQUILA (Frontispiece). 

(4) At the top of col. 1 part of the first verse of the epistle to the Hebrews has been 

written in a small uncial hand of the late third or, more probably, early fourth century ; 
and (c) on the verso in a more cursive hand are the first five verses of Genesis in the 

LXX followed by the version of Aquila (an identification which we owe to Dr. Rendel 

Harris), written apparently about the time of Constantine. These two biblical fragments may 

therefore claim to be amongst the earliest known, and the Genesis fragment is the oldest 
authority for the first, five verses. There are no variants of importance in the LXX 

fragment, but in the Aquila fragment the version of the beginning of verse 4 and the end 

of verse 5 is here recorded for the first time. In the collations throughout this volume 

Swete’s text of the Septuagint and Westcott and Hort's text of the N. T. have been used. 



EPISTLE TO HEBREWS I. If. GENESIS I. 1-5. JOB I AND IL 31 

(4) wodvpepws Kt wodv[tpo}ras 
mare o Os Aadno[a]s rots wJarpa 

[ow] nploy & rows rpolh}yrafes 

2. 1, mdAat 3. ipGv is not found in the MSS. 

(c) ev apyn erouncer o Os Tov ovpavoy Kau THY ynv I 
n Se yn nv aoparos Kh axatacKevactos 2 
KL oko[tlos eravw tys aBvocov Ka TA Ov 

; emepepeTo emavw Tov vdaTos KL EuTrev 3 

5 0 Os yvn]Onro dus Kt eyevero pols] 
kat «dev 0 Os ro dlals orev Kadov kar Sifelya 4 

pole] o Os ava peclo tov dwros Kat ava 

pe[cov] tov oKorous Kat eyevero eomepa 5 
Kat yer ero TPQ NEPA ELA 

10 ev Keharew extirev Os vy Tov ovpavor I 
cae anv yor n Se yn qv Kevopa Kar [oly 2 

Bev Kar [elev Os [y]v Onto dols Kar 3 
eyerer]o das [Kh adely Os ro hols o}ru aya 

Oov . . Sexfwpicer] Os peroév dafros 

15 Ks peroku tov [oKorolus Kau eyevero eo[r]epa 5 
kat [...-. tla yfplepa mpwrn- 

6. edev: so AP, ore: 1. Sri. dexwprole]: dvexwpucey A. 
8. After oxorovs the papyrus omits xal éxddeoey . . . vixra. The same omission is made in line 15. 
10. |. xepadaim: Philop. in Hexraim. p. 10 cites Aquila’s reading as 6 deds ctv rov otpavdy obv rip yi: 

Corder. in Cat. ad Psalmos p. 40 as ov t@ obpavg kal thy yiv. © 
12. The papyrus omits the rest of verse 2. [y]e[v]n@nrw: Philop. ibid. p. 65 yevéodw. 
14. Philop. zbid. p. 73 wat duex. 6 Oeds peragd rod . The vestiges before drex[ do not suit Kat, 

IV. JOB I AND II. 

6°7 x 6-7 cm. 

SMALL fragment of a leaf from a papyrus book containing parts of Job i, 21-2 and 
ii. 3, Written in a good-sized round uncial. Though the hand is somewhat similar in 

style to that of the Ascension, some letters, e. g. A, 4, ®, approximate to the later Byzantine 

types found e.g. in No. VI, which probably belongs to the same period as the present 
fragment, about the seventh century. 

Verso. 

[o] Ks edwxev [o KS apearo I. 21 

oS TWO KO edo Fev OUTS 

€yEveTo 
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etn TO ovopa K[v evoynuevor 

5 €& ToUTOLs Tac[W ToLS oUM 22 
BeBnxoow [avrw 

ovdey nuapriev wwB 

Recto. 

Bod{ov 
[eurev Se o x[§ zpos tov dia II. 3 
[mpocecyxes] ovy tw Oepanlor 

Te pov] iw’ ott ovl[k Eo 

tT. Kat alvrov em tns yy[s 

5 [av0s axaxlos adnBewos af 
pept|ros JeoreBns" 

[ameyonev|os amo mavtos Kax[ouv 

Recto 3. The scribe ought to have begun a new line with ort ovx. 

4. Before ex: B has rwv. 

V. PSALM V. 

12°6 X 65° cm. 

LEAF from a papyrus codex, containing parts of verses 6-12 of the fifth Psalm. The 

leaf is complete at the top and bottom, but broken at one side. The verses are 

written continuously, but the oriyo. are marked off by two short diagonal strokes. The 
handwriting is a round upright uncial, smaller than that of the Ascension, but of a very 

similar type. It may be assigned to the fifth or sixth century. In the collation of this 
and the following fragments of the Psalms we do not as a rule notice the common inter- 
change of « and et. 

Verso. Recto. 

epeurnoas K€ Tavras Tous [tw oropar. avtjwy adnOia// 

epyalopevor[s Tyy avopiay [n xapdia avrwly paraa’/ ra 
atrohes [wavtas Tovs dahouy “Ee [pos avewypevos/” o dapvé 

tas To Wlevoos avdpa aa [avrey tats yhlwooas avTe 

5 Twv kav Sofdvov BSekvocerat 5 [eSodvoveav] kpwov avrous II 

Ks// eyw [Se ev tw mrnOer Tov 8 - [o 0s amomecarjwcav amo To 
ehavov [cov eurehevoopar evs [SiaBovrtwy avrjwrv// Kara 
tov ouxloly [vou mpooKuyyn [ro mAnOos trav alocBewy 

ow Tpos vaoly ayiov cov ev : [avrewv e€w|rov avrovs/ 

10 doBlw colv’/ [xe [oSyynoov pe 9 10 [ore mapemulpavay oe ke// 
ev tT Ot]xavolovvn cov evexa [kat evppavOn}rocay em oe 12 

tov €xOplwy pov Karevbv [wavres ot ayalrwvres To 

vov ewmov gov Thy [ovopa cov evjs arwva ayan’ 

odov ofov ott ovK eat ev 10 [Avawovrar Kak Karacknr@ 
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ret 7. eAaov: i.e, éAéov, which is read by S. But the papyrus may have had «Aawvfs, the read- 
ing o 

14. o[ov: so N*; wou BN“*AR. The doubtful o could be read as o, in which case the reading of the 
papyrus would be odoy ofr. The word ofov would then end the orfxos, and should therefore have after it 
the two diagonal strokes which are used e.g. in 6 and 10, Of these, however, there is no trace; and it 
is unlikely that they were inserted, though the papyrus is somewhat rubbed. It is more probable therefore 
that the papyrus read cov. 
‘ Rally I, It is of course possible that rw was omitted (so N*); ev would then be the first word of 
the line, 

3+ avewypevjos /: the diagonal strokes are here clearly misplaced; the orfyos ends at avrwy in the 
next line. 

Aapv§: so A; Aapvyé B. 

9g. avrovs //; the usual arrangement of this verse makes the orfyos end at airéy; the division of the 
papyrus is, however, quite defensible. 

Il. emt oe: SO N; em cor most MSS. 

12-13. [martes ot’ aya]nwrres to [ovoya vov; the ordinary text has mdvres of ednt(ovres emi oé, with 
mdvtes of dyan@vres TO dvoud cov after cat Kavxjcovra. émi col in the last part of the verse. The trans- 
position seems to be peculiar to the papyrus. 

VI. PSALMS CVIII, CXVIII, CXXXV, CXXXVIII-CXL. 

Fr. (6) 21-1 x 25°5°cm. 

HE following fragments of Psalms cviii, exviii, exxxv, and cxxxviii-cxl are derived from 

one manuscript, which, like the MSS. to which the two preceding texts (iv and v) 
and the Ascension belonged, was a papyrus book. The pages were of considerable size, 
and each contained a single broad column. The handwriting is a large uncial, heavy and 
upright and carefully formed—a typical example of the later Byzantine style. ‘As already 
stated, we are unwilling, in the present state of the evidence, to be definite concerning the 

dates of Byzantine uncials, especially of this variety which extends over a very long period, 

among the earliest examples being the Codex Marchalianus and a Festal Letter on papyrus 

(Grenfell and Hunt, Greek Papyri, 11, No. cxii). Provisionally, we do not think that this 
specimen was written before the seventh century, and it may be one or two centuries later. 

The ink is of the brown colour common at this period. A middle or high point is irregularly 

used to mark a pause. Single or double dots denote diaeresis. 
The stichometric arrangement of the Psalms usually found in vellum MSS. is followed 

in these fragments. A fresh line is always begun for each ovixos, and the initial letter is 

considerably enlarged. When a orixos is too long to be contained in a single line, the 
succeeding lines are commenced further to the right, by the space of a couple of letters, 

until the next oriyos is reached. By this method the divisions of the verse are sharply 

distinguished. Above each Psalm is written its title, enclosed within small wedge-shaped 
signs; and to the left of this is the number of the Psalm, above which is a horizontal 

stroke surmounted by a wavy flourish. 
The affinities of the text are not strongly marked, The titles are usually in agreement 

F 
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with those of ART as opposed to NB; and the variants of the former group of MSS. and 
of the second corrector of 8 are somewhat frequently reproduced. 

Fr. (a 
( Recto. 

[kat avros efovdlevwoe: Tous 
[Ss OdBovras np Jas” 

[py > >>> adpos tw Savals >> >>>>>>>> eviii. (cix.) 
[o Os rnv aweow pov pn va I 

5. Ipactampene 
[ort oropa apjaprwrov kat oropa 

Verso. 

[uy v}rapg[arw avrw avtikypmrwp 12 
pnde yernOnz[w ouxrippwv rots 

oppavors avrov 

yernPnrw ra rex[va avrov eis e€ode 13 
5 Opevorwv- 

ev yevea pura e€adle|POnra to ov 

pa autov. 

Recto. 2. OdtBovras nujas: so Al; €xOpovs nuwy other MSS. 
3. Waduos rw daver]d: so ART; ets ro redos rw daverd Wadpos &. 

Fr. (6) a 
ecto. 

exkdware [am enou] movnpevo[pevor 115 
kat e€epavyy[o]o tas evtohas tov Ov pov 
ar[t|AaBov pol] Kata to oywov aolv 116 

kat Cnoope’ 

Kat pn Kateoyx[vy}ns pe aro THs 
mpooSox{tjas pov 

BonPnoov pow KE Kar coPnoopat 117 
Kat pedrernow [ely tors di Kkavwpa 

ow [o]ov Sa mavros* 
10 efovdevwoas TavTas TOUS azo 118 

nr 

oratovvtas amo tev SiKkaw 
parev [o]ov." 

ort aduxfov] to evO[vlynua avrwr - 
mapaBawovras [ed]oyoapny trav 11g 

15 Tas Tovs apalprwdous TIns yys 
Sia tovto nyalrnoa ta paprupia cov 

[Si]a zavros 



20 

To 

15 

20 

PSALMS 

[xaB|procov ex [ro]v ¢[oBov cov tas cap 
[xa]s pov. 

[aro ylap twv xp[i]uatav cov 

[e}poBnOnv* 
[e}roumoa xpiya Kar Sixarog[vryy 
H[n] mapadws pe rors ad{ixovow pe 
[exSe£ar Sovroly cov [es ayaba 

Verso. 

[StleoxeSacap [tov] Lopo cov 

[S:]a rovro nyarnoa [ra]s evroda[s] oov 
[v}rep to xpvovov Kale rlomaliov" 

[S}.a rovro pos waloa]s tas evrohas cou 
katopOoupny 

magav odov [a]Sixfoly euuonoa 
Oavpara ta paprupia cov 
Sa] rovro efepavynoev avta y Wyn pov 
9 Snrwces Tov oywr gov durtt 

€l KGL OUVETLEL VYTTLOUS® 

TO oTopa pov nvoiga Kar exvoa TVG 
oTt Tas evrohas cov ememofour" 

emtBreov em [e]ue kau [eXe]noor pe- 
kata To Kpysa toy aylamjovrwr 

To ovopa oolv 
[ra SiaBnpara pov klarevOvvov xa 

[ra ro Noytov cov] 

[ka py Karaxupiocjarw pou mlaca 
[avop.a] 

[Avrpwca}. pe aro ovKodartials avOpwrav 

[xa du]kagw ras evrodas cov, 

[ro mpoalwmov cou emupavov em [Tov Sov 

[\ov cov] ; 
[kav Si8agor] ple] la Sixarwpara cov 

12 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

135 

Recto, 1. Considerations of space make zovnpevopevot (so ART) slightly more probable than ot zov. (¥). 
3. ar[r]AaBov poly]: so N*ART; om. pov &. 
4. Gnoope: i.e. Corowa, which is also read by RT. For the confusion of ¢ and a in this MS. cf. 5 

and (c) recto 5, 7, (d) verso 22. noov pe, &. 
5. xatecx[vy]ns: 1. xaraoy[tv]ns; cf. preceding note. 
7. The insertion of x«(¥pt)e in this line is peculiar to the papyrus. 
24. The papyrus apparently omitted roy, which is read before dovAov by other MSS. The o of cov 

is immediately below that of row in the preceding line. 

F 2 
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Verso. 5. xaropSovnnv: so-T; 1. xarwpOodpny. 

7. Oavpatra: Oavpactra MSS. 
8. efepavvncev: efnpavvncev AR*, e€npevynce &. 
g. dnAwoets, 1. djAwois. The papyrus is anomalous in not dividing this verse, which is usually arranged 

in two orlyou:—if dijAwots rév Adywv cov puwtiel | Kal ouverte? vyTlovs. 

II, eiAkvoa: so NRT; ndaxvoa NA. 
24. w[e] tla: or possibly plo} [ra. 

Fr, (¢) 
Verso. 

o[7e ets Tov awwva To €heos avTOU . 
tov onwy Baciea Twv apoppamyr 19 

ott ei[s Tov awwya To €hEos avToU 

kat tov [wy Bactrea rns Bacay 20 

5 o7e ets [Tov awva To edeos avTov 
kaw Solve THY ynv avrwy Kypo ar 

vopwaly 
oTt ets Toly aiwva To eEOS avTOU 
ot ev tn Tarewooe NOV Envy 23 

10 [o]On nplev o Ks 
oft els [Tov awwva To €Xeos avTov 
K[au eXUTPwGaTO Nas EK KXELPOS € 24 

XOpoly qeov 
o7t eis [Tov aiwva To €d€os avToU 

15 0 Solus tpodnv macy capKt 25 

ort evs [Tov avwva To €h€eos avTov 
ery. ESATA ay Ae ‘Ly 

e£op[oroyerre Tw K@ Tov ovpavov 26 

$ ore es tloly [avwva ro ees avrov 

20 pds > > — lepdyuov tw Saved (?) > > > exxxvi. (cxxxvii.) 

em taly motapov BaBvdwvos 1 
exer ex[afioapev Kat exhavoapev 

ev To prynoOnvar npas TS 

Recto. 

[eav pn mpoavaragopar try 

[me &v apyn Ts evppoovry|s pov 

[pynoOnt Ke Tov vier] op 7 

[ryv qpepay mp ; 
5 [tov deyorvrwy exkevourjau ex 

. [xevourar ews o Pepedvols ev avry’ 
[@vyarnp BaBvdwvos n Tladerwpos 118 
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[makaptos os avramodwoe. cor To 

[avramoSnpa wov o avramewxas 

ro [np ] 
3 lines lost. 

[prt < < ] > + exxxvii, (cxxxviii.) 

15 [e€opooynoopar wou ke ev oh}n Kap 1 
[Sia prov 

[ore eonkovoas.... Ta pyplara 
[rov oTopatos pov 

[tpookxvynow mpos vaov aywoly gov 2 
20 [kaw eLoporoynoopa tlw ovopa 

[re cov 

[em Tw €deee wov Ka TH ad}nfia cov 
[ore eweyaduvas em travtjas To 

[ovopa to ayiov gov — | 

25 [ev n av nyuepa emxKaheowpa ole 3 

Verso. 9-10. The omission of verse 22, xAnpovoplay ’Iopa}r Sovh@ adrod, Sri x.7.A. is peculiar to the 
papyrus. §& on the other hand omits verse 23, which is placed after verse 22 by N°*ART. 

17. efeu[ : the papyrus here read an extra line, which is not found in other MSS, and has nothing 
corresponding to it in the Hebrew. The « after ef is clear, so that the line can hardly be a mere ditto- 
graphy of 18. 

20. vepe[yuov two Savetd: tw Savers MSS., omitting cepeptov. 

Recto. 5. exxevovtjat: 1. éxxevodrje; cf. 7 and (4) recto 4, note. 
6. It is hardly possible to decide between ews (§) and ews ov (AR). The s of Oepedo]s is under 

the a of exxevovrja: and over ¢€ of r]ademwpos. 
7. 1. radalmwpos. 
17. The lacuna in this line is of the same size-as that in 15, and so even with e:onxovoas R* instead 

of nxoveas (&) it is scarcely filled up. Perhaps the papyrus brought zavra into this line from verse 4. 
The papyrus seems to have omitted the third orixos of the verse, xal évavtiov dyyékwv WadG cou, for 

there is not sufficient space between 17 and 19 for two lines, unless they were unusually close together, 
and the last letter or two of the line xal évayrioy «.r.A., if written, ought to be visible. It is noticeable 
that the second orfyos, ér jxovoas x.t.A., is omitted in A, and that NT place it at the end of the verse. 

23. mavtjas: so AR*T ; may &. 
ro: soN“ART; om. 
25. v€: SO N*ART; om. &, 

Fr, (d) 
Verso. 

Anprpovrar els parasoTnta Tas wohets Gov 

ovxt Tous pioovr[ras oe KE Emionoa 21 

Kat emt Tous €xOplous cov e&ernKopnv 
t[edt]ov pcos ev[erouy avrous 22 

5 eis exyOpous eylevovTo pot 
Soxipacov pe Ke Kar yobs ryv 23 

Kapovay pov 
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eracov pe kar ylvabr tas tpiBovs pov 

kar ide i edes alvoptas ev Epos 

10 $ Kau odnynoor ple ev 0d awa 

15 

20 

25 

3° 

10 

15 

pr\O> > >— warpfos rw Saved > > > >] >>> 

efedov [ule [ke e& avov wov|npov 

ano alvd[pos adixov puoa pe] 
[ourwwes eLoyioavro adixias ely Kapd[ia 

[odyny thy npEepay mlaperarcovro 

[wokepovs = 

[... nKovnoav y\lwoo[ar] avroly 

[woe odews ] 
[vos aomdwv vio] ta yin avrwv 
[pvdafov pe KE ex] xtpos apaptwdov 

[aro avav adikwly efedov pe 

[ourwves eXoyvravto v}rookeduce Ta Su 

[oBypara pov ] 
[expubav vrepndavor ta}yiSa por 

[koe oyouwa Sterwav maydas] Tous 
[moot prov J 

[exopeva tpiBov oxavda)\ov fev 

[ro pou J 

[era tw KO Os pov a av] 

[evwricar Ke tHv pwovn|y rns Sen 

[oews pov 

Recto, 

[wns we pn tore vpbwOwow- 

[n Kehahn tov Kuk]Awparos pov 

[komos twv xerelov avrav Ka[d]v 

[wer avrovs ] 

[wecovvra: ex avrolus avOpaxes mupos 
[em rns yns Kar Ka}raBades avrous 

[ev radaurwpias oly py vrocrwct 

[avnp ywoowdys olv karevOuvOnofe 

[rau exe rns yns] 
[alSpa afSixov cax]a Onpevorer 

[e]}is Siagd[Oopay 

eyvey oft. mounoe. KS THY] Kpiow 
tov mwxov Kar Thv Six}yy [rev 

TEVNTOV 
mryv Sucalor eLopotoynrovrar Tw 

OVOPAaTL WOU 

24 

CXXxix. (cx1.) 

10 

It 

12 

13 

14 
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kat karolK|nooulow evbes..... Tpo- 

[S_ a|emov ofolu 
py Wapos Fw Saved » exh. (exti.) I 

20 KE mpos oe exker|pata exrakovoov pov 

mpooxes T) palyy ths Senoews 

pov ev Tw kKlEeKpayevar pe Tpos oe 
Katev0vvOr[t® 1 mpooevxyn pov 2 

ws Ovpliapa evwmriov cov 

25 eT apows Tw xEetpwr pov Ovoia 

<Lomepuy 
Oolv xe] d[vrakny to oropat. pov 3 

Kat Ouplav wepioxns wep Ta yen pov 
py exkduvns tv Kapdvay pov 4 

30 [ets Aloyouls wovypias 

Verso. 5. exxOpovs: 1. éxOpots. 
6. k[(vpt)e: so ART; 0 O(co)s BN, om. N*. 
Q. t evdes: et wes B, cc evdes BYR, 0 evdes A, 
II. Wadpuos tw da(ver)d is also the title given in ART. B has ess to redos Tw daverd Wadpos. 

17. The first o of yA]woo[av] is under the first a of z]aperaccovro, so nxovnoay scarcely fills the lacuna. 
Possibly the compound efnxovncav (Ps. li. 4, Ezek. xxi. 11) was read here, 

19. d:awadya, which is added in the MSS. after avrwy, is omitted here, as in recfo 1, and probably 
also in 28 below. 

22. after the lacuna is directly under the p of ytpos in 20; but considering that the supplement 

contains three iotas it is hardly too long. 1. t]nooxeAloas. 
25. It is difficult to choose between wayida (RT) and wayidas (BNA). + of rows is immediately under 

6 of za]yida in 24 and over the first ¢ of «ev in 26, 
28. d:ayadpa was very probably omitted (so T); cf. 19 note. 
Recto, 1. AT agree with the papyrus in omitting d:ayadwa, which is found in the other MSS. after 

vywdwow., 

2. pov: avtwy MSS. ; 
6, [emt rns yns: or perhaps [em ty yn (R). 
The papyrus departs from the usual arrangement in not making xal xaraBadels atrovs a separate orixos. 
8-9. avnp «.t.A.: this first half of verse 11 is omitted in B, but was subsequently added in the 

margin; it is also found in NART. 

11. d:ap[Oopay: so NART: xaradOopay B. 
fae ee mpoojwmov: ev To tporwnw B, vy tw mpocwrw N*ART (xpoowrov 8). The papyrus seems 

to have agreed with &. 
20. exxex[paga: 1. éxéx[paga. 
22, The usual arrangement is to make év ro xexpayévat pe mpds o€ a separate oriyos. 
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VII. PSALMS LVIII, LIX. 

10°5 X 10°6 cm, 

fragment from the upper part of a vellum leaf out of a book containing the Psalms. 

The fragment includes verses 7-13 and 17-18 of Psalm Ilviii, and the heading and 

It is written in a small upright hand, round and well formed, 

dating apparently from about the fifth century. The vecfo, on which the rulings were drawn 

with a hard point, is much discoloured and faded. The stichometric arrangement of the 

first verse of Psalm lix. 

lines is followed, as usual. The heading of Psalm lix (verso 9-14) is distinguished by being 
written rather to the right of the other lines of the column. 

The text of the fragment shows a tendency to agree with the Verona Psalter (R) and 

the second corrector of the Codex Sinaiticus. 

to 

10 

Recto. 

[emlorpepovow es eomepav 

se. OVTLY WS KUO 
[ka Kuk\woovow] moh 

[.Sjov amopbevEovre ev tw [orlolpare avrwy 

Kat poudaia ev Tos xieody avTwv 

[ore te]s nKovorev 

[kas ov Ke €lkyehacn avtous 

[eovdevwoors mavra ta €O[yy 
[ro kpa}ros ov mpos oe pudlako 

ort o Os avriAnprrwp poly a 

[o] Os pov ro €eos avrov mlpopbace pe 

[o Os] Sig. poe ev rows exO[pors pov 

[un amox]runs avro[us wn more emhabwvrar Tov vopouv cov 

[Siackop}mcov avrolus ev Ty Svvaper cov 

[kat Kkarayay]e avz[ovs 0 vmepaamorns pov KE 

[apaprialy oropalros avrev... 

Verso. 

[eal Se pn yopracbwow Kar yoryyrwow 

[eyo] Se acope ryv Svvapyiv cov 
[xa ayaddualooue To mpoe To eheos cov 

[ore eyernO}y[s av}rAnymrop pov 

[ka karadvyn pov] ev nuepa Odrubews pov 
[Bonfos pov co parjo 

[.... avrinpmrrwlp pov 

BBR S To €heos] prov 
els TO Teho]s Tors aovwOnooper{ors lix. (ix.) 
ert ets oTndrloypaduiay tw Saved is Sidax[ nv 

10 

I! 

12 

13 

1] 

18 
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omore ever|upicey THY -pecoToTapiay 2 

OE Pare ne Sn ] Kau ereorpeper iaB K{ ae 
eorator Thv daplavyav tov adfov do 
Sexa xiuadas = 

15 [0 0s amwow yuas Kar Kabrjes nyfas 3 
[opyirOns Kat wxtipnoas] nuas 

Recte. 2. The traces before ovow are very faint, but it does not seem possible to reconcile them with 
Awwf; moreover there would not be room for kat Aiwwfovow unless this line protruded into the left 
margin. 

4. anopbeviovre: 1. axopbéyovrat. 
10. o O(eo)s: sO N*R; ov o O(co)s N*, Oeos B, 
12. There is not room for more than three letters before é:é1, if, as would be expected, the beginning 

of this line coincided with the rest. The omission of pov, which is found in other MSS. after @eos, is 
therefore probable: moreover, immediately before 3 there seems to be traces of a horizontal stroke above 
the line, which would belong to the contraction @s. 

13. This is a very long line. 

Verso. 1. [ealv d€ pn: so N“*R; om. py B. 
yovyvewow: so R (yoyyvowow); yoyyvoovow B, &c. 
2. avope: 1. doopat. 

Thy dvvapiv: so N* (dvvapev) R; ty dvvape B. 

3. 1. dyaddtd]oouar 7d mpl, 
5. It is practically certain that pov was read after xarapvyn (so R, om. B) owing to the size of the 

lacuna. After @Aupews there are distinct traces of ink, which are consistent with pov; pov is added after 

Oruyews in NR*, omitted in B. 
6. After wadtw B adds o O(co)s pov which is omitted in N°*R, as in our fragment. 
7-8. The reading of the fragment seems to have been ort (e): avtiAnumtwp pov | o Os pou ro eAcos pov. 

Other MSS. place « after avriAnurrwp pov. o O(eo)s is added after om in NR. 
g. L. ddAdowOnoopeér[ous. 
12. Judging by the other lines of this heading, there cannot have been more than eleven or twelve 

letters before xa. The ordinary reading is Mecomorapiay Svplas (ovpiay R) xai tiv Xvpiay Swhdd. Most 
probably Svpfas and SwBdA were omitted ; cal riv Svplav is of just the requisite length for the lacuna. 

wa8: was MSS. — 
13. gapjavyav: 1. pdpjayya. 

VIII. ACTS, CHAP. II. 

179x176 cm. 

ELLUM leaf from a book, containing Acts ii. 11-22, with some lacunae, Besides being 

somewhat broken, the leaf is much discoloured on both sides, and the letters are 

often very faint. Each page has two narrow columns of writing, extending to twenty-three 

lines. The sheet was ruled with a hard point on the verso side. The hand is a careful 

upright uncial of medium size, dating apparently from about the fifth or sixth century- 

Round letters, especially w, tend to be rather large and prominent. The lines vary a good 

deal in length. 
The text shown by the fragment has no marked characteristics ; ; a collation with 

G 
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Westcott and Hort’s text is given below. 

not elsewhere recorded. 

ot 

10 

20 

5 

Col. I. 

Ov. e&orav 

to Se mavres 

KaL Suntropowv 

To. adhos mpos 

Tov addov he 

yovres- Te Oe 

[Ae] rovro ex 

[var €}repor 

fe ex]Aevalo 

Aclyolyres 0 
zt [yhevKous 

pe peoro ue 

vou qtjow [ 

[o}raBeus Se o 

TETpOS TV 

Tous evdeKa 

eEmnpev TH 

davnv [a]vrov 

kat amedbey 

Eato alv}rous [ 

avdpds] iov 

Satofe KJau ov 

KQTOLKOVY 

Col. I. 

>Kat mpodyrev 

[> Joovow o.v 

[> tjou VL@V Kat 

[>a1] Bfuya)repes 
[>vpwr Ka]. du 

[>vearnoxo} v 

[ > per opacehis 
[ > owovrar] Kar 

>[or rpeo]Bure 

10 [> po. vpjov ev 

> varia] evur 

[ > acOno jovrat- 

>kale ye] ere tous 

THE 

12 

13 

14 

18 

AMHERST PAPYRI 

The most interesting reading occurs in verse 13, 
where the fragment supports D against the other MSS. There are also two minor variants 

Verso. 

Recto. 

10 

15 

290 

10 

Col, II. 

ves [cAnm trav 

Tes TovlTo 

yogr[ov vpu- 
eoTw [Kar evo 

tio[acbe Ta 

pylpara pov 

oly yap ws v 

ples vroha]n 

Bavlere ov}r[ou 

peOvloverr|p 

cory yap] wpa 

tpn TJs 9 
pepals adda 
tout[o ¢€ lori 

TO [ecpnpe|vo- 

dua tov [m]po 

dytov [wd 

>Kat eoralr] pe 

>Ta TavTa heyer 

>o Os exxew 

> amo Tov TVS 

> pov em 
>macaly oapKa 

Col. II. 

> pave ave- 

> Kat onpea € 

> mL TNS yns Ka 

>Tw aya Kat 

> TUp Kal aTpe 

> Sa Kamvov- 

>6 nos ple}ra 

> orpad[no le 
>ra es [ox]o 

>Tos Klar y] oe 

>dnvyn es] aipa 
>alply n dbe- 

> npEepay Kv 

15 

16 

44 
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Col. I. Col. IT. 

> So[vro]us pov >Thv peyahn~ 
15 >Kat {met] tas Sov 15 >xkale] exdavn’ 

>has [pJov ev rats >KaL EoTaL Tas ar 
> n[p-Jepars €KEL > OS av ETLKa 

> vais exyew > eonrat To 

>amo Tov TVS >ovfolua Kv ow 

20 >polv] Kat mpo 20 > Orfolera: 

> dntevowo[ i ie iopa 22 
>Kat Swow Te 19 nrdiirat] axov 
> para [ely tw ov gate Tous ho 

Verso. I. 5. tov axdov: &AAov W(estcott)-H(ort) with all MSS. 
9-10. ex]Aevafov Ac[yo]vres: there is not room in the lacuna for d:ex]Aevaov which is the reading 

of D. All other MSS. have d:axAevd(orres (W-H), or xAcvdgovres (T.R.), EAdeyov. 

II. 1. [cJAnu: ime is the more usual contraction. 
2-3. rov[to] yrwor[oy vu: rotro dpiv yrwordy MSS., W-H. 
18-19. pera tavra: so B, and the Septuagint version of the passage in Joel (ii. 28). Most MSS. 

have xal géora éy rais éoydrats ijpépas, and so W-H, T.R. 

The angular signs inserted at the beginnings of these and the following lines indicate, as usual, that 
the passage is a quotation. 

22. This line is unusually short, but there is nothing visible after em, and no variant is known here. 
Recto. I. 10. exr[mva]: the size of the lacuna renders it practically certain that evmma, not evumros, 

was written. évumviois is the better attested reading and is preferred by W-H; évinna T.R. with EP, &c, 

There is the same variation in the MSS. of the Septuagint. 
20. mpopyrevowo[iv: a slip for mpopnredoovor. 
II. 12 a[p]w n: so BP, &c., T.R. 7# is omitted in NACDE 13. 61., and by the MSS. of the Septua- 

gint, W-H print 7 in the margin. i 
17. os av; so most MSS. ds édév W-H with BE 69. 100. 

IX. LITURGICAL FRAGMENTS. 

(2) 11x 25°5 cm. (6) 8x 33°7 cm. 

HE three liturgical fragments which follow consist of verses written on long narrow 
strips of papyrus, which were probably used as choir slips. The first two, (a) recto and 

verso, as is indicated by the first line in both cases, are ¢voparia of the variety called 

Kd0icpa, to be sung in the fourth tone. The third, (4), has no such title, but the first 

two lines consist of a heading showing that the formulae belong to the commemoration 

of the Virgin Mary and St. Longinus, the centurion. 
(2) verso and (a) recto are fairly complete, of (6) little besides the heading is preserved. 

The handwriting of (4) is a good-sized uncial with a considerable space between the letters. 

G2 



' 44 THE AMHERST PAPYRI 

That of (a) is similar but with a tendency to cursive forms, especially in the directions in 
the top line on both sides. The high point occurs frequently in (2). Both papyri were 

written about the seventh or eighth century. 

(a) Recto. 

Kafiopa ortx(npov) mr(dyov) 5’ 

Sds Hpiv] ev jpéepa’ Kpiceos’ tapacrive afte [.]kawvapeba’ Kat dorl is 
dxodoat] Tov m(a)rpds Aéyorres’ adéovre | 

Verso. 

Kafiopa mr(dyor) 8. 

f£ Xepodiv cal Sepadiv’ ra modkvdpara’ tov tpirdyvov vuvov [ 

dyios ayios* dytos’ el 6 Kabypevos év Se€iG tod m(ar)p(d)s. et 6 cal 
Eesha s ] ris Oedrnros' wy xdpi Cle judas 7d €deds cov arovmpl 

Solas ahs pone BO w d6€a Kal vqv [ 

Recto. ‘Grant to us in the day of judgment to stand near Thee, O worthy One. . ., and to hear 
the voice of the Father saying, (thy sins) are forgiven.’ 

2. 1. xpicews mapacrfvat. The word after age is corrupt. «hvayeba Pap. 
3. The reading of the contracted word grpos is uncertain. It is more like G@TPOC, but by combining 

the horizontal stroke over the line with the supposed w arpos (i.e. matpés) may be read. 1. A€yovros. 
After apeovre (=d¢éwvrat) is, apparently, a flourish; supply cov ai duaprios (Luke vii. 48). 
Verso. ‘Cherubim and Seraphim, the many-eyed, sing the thrice-holy hymn. Holy, holy, holy 

art Thou. Thou who art seated upon the right hand of the Father art the (image) of the Godhead. 
Take not Thy mercy from us... Glory (be to the Father, &c.) Both now (and ever, &c.).’ 

2. xepopiy kh: Pap. modAvwpara: |. modvdupara. 

3. Perhaps 6 ca[péoraros xa|paxrijp] (Hebr. i. 3) or 6 (1. }) calpeorary | elxdr). 

4. 1. jar. 

5. 86a —xal_ viv (i.e. viv): the usual abbreviation of the Doxology. 

" f aefexs THs dyias DeordKov Kat devrapPévov Mapias 
Kal tov ayiov Alolyyivov tod éxarovrapylo |v 

f£ 6 dyws Dwvac . ecdovdrBes exédevoer [. .]. [.]8a Ode pr saraies 

ore K(vpto)s €. [19 letters]o 6 duod{pevos .]..7e.[..]. a 
-g [24 letterslov X(picro)d duoal.... 2.2.2 eee 

1, pirrov is perhaps the Coptic 2& TOM or EXLX TON = xolunous, the ordinary Eastern, and occasional 
Western, title of the Assumption of the Virgin, celebrated on Aug. 15. But there appears to be no 

trace of a connexion between this date and S. Longinus; cf. the following note. «a: in this line and the 
next is written x}. 

2. St. Longinus, the centurion (Matt. xxvii. 54, Mark xv. 39, Luke xxiii. 47), is commemorated on 
Oct. 16. 

3. The proper name following dys is unintelligible. 
a 
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INDICES 

I. PROPER NAMES. 

Numbers in heavier type are those of the papyri; small Roman 
numerals indicate columns. 

*AyadBovdos 8. iii. 24. 
Addy 1. iii. 24, iv. 11. , 
*AreEdvdpera 3. ii, 6, 20, 24, iii. 15, 20. 
*Advacdp 1. iv. 7, v. 11. 
*ApBaxodp 1. ii. 12. 
*Avavilas 1. ii. 10. 
*ArodASvi0s 8. ii. 16. 
*Apowoelrns 8. ii. 21. 
*Acovpiot 1. v. 12. 
*Axad@ 1. iii, 11, 18. 

Bada 1. iii. 15. 
Bedcdp 1. viii. 4, 16. 
Bedtxetdp 1. iii. 2. 
Beviapety 1. vi. 23, vii. 5, viii. 8. 
Bexetpd (BeAxeipa) 1. iv. 15, 21, vi. 15, viii. 13. 
BnOavia 1. iii. 6. 
BnyOreép 1. ii. 3, 7, V- 2, Vi. 12. 

Tépuoppa 1. iv. 19, vii. 25. 
Today 1. v. 20. 

‘Eexias 1. v. 24, vi. 4, 6, 11, xiii. 15. 

*Haclas L iii. 26. 
’Hoalas 1. ii. 27, iv. 23, vi. 15, 17, 19, vii. 10, viii. 2, 

16, 18, ; 

Occ Bar (gen.) 1. iii. 27. 
Ocwvas 3. iii. 14. 

"IadAapilas 1. iv. 13. 
*lacovp 1. xiii. 15. 
*Teupadd 1. iii. 17. 
‘lepovoadmp. 1. i. 5, ii. 2, v- 5, 6, 23, vi. 8, 20, vii. 21. 
"Inoods 2. 9. 
"lopddyns 2. 11. 
"Tovdala 1. ii. 4. 

*Tovdas 1. i. 22, V. 25, Vi. 22, Vii. 4, 8, 24, viii. 8. 
*Ioacov¢ 1. ii. 13. 
*Iopayr 1. i. 22, ii, 24, iii. 12, vii. 3, 9, 25, ix. 9. 
"Tod 1. ii, 11. 
*Iwvdy 1. i. 14., 

Aoyyivos 9 (4). 2. 

Mavacojjs 1. i. 1, 11, V. 3, Viii. 2, 5. 
Mdéwos 8. iii. 5, 9. 
Mapia 9 (6). 1. 
Mido 1. v. 19. 
Mixayr 1. x. 2. 
Mixaias 1. ii. 9, iii. 17, 19, iv. 20. 
Mavojjs 1. vii. 12, 14. 

Na066 1. i. 15. 
Nidos 8. ii. 15. 

’Oxoelas 1 iii. 24, iv. 3, 10, 18. 

TIpepureivos 8. ii. 22, iii. 18. 

‘Poun 3. ii. 25, iii. 21. 

Sadc« 1. i. 16, 
Lapapla 1. iii. 1, iv. 1, 6, v. 10, 14, Vi. I. 
Sapand 1. viii. 22. 
Dedexlas 1. iii. 3, 7, 21, iv. 16. 
Seppopa... 1, iii. 25. 
Depadiy 9 (a). verso 2. 
Dddopa 1, vii. 22. 

Tovfl 1. i. 12. 

Xavavé 1. iii. 4, 8. 
Xavavirns 1. i. 13. 
Xepogiv 8 (a). verso 2. 
Xpiords 2. 22, 9 (4). 5. 



46 INDICES 

II. GENERAL INDEX. 

dydmm 1. xi. 8; 2. 2. 
dyamnrés 1. viii. 25, x. 8, 17, xiv. 9. 
ayyedos 1. ix. 23, X. I, 3- 
&yos 1. X. 2, 4, 27, xii. 9; 2.6, 22. 23; 9 (a). verso 

3, (0). 1, 2, 3 
Gyvela 1, xi. 9. 
ayvds 1. xi. 22, 26. 
adeAdds 1. iii. 8, iv. 155 3. iii. 17. 
Gdixos 1, xi. 19. 
del 2. 21. 
devrdpevos 9 (0). 1. 
adavacia 2. 15. 
aOavaros 2. I. 
alpeots 1. xi. 10. 
airia 8. ii. 9. 
aixpadwoia 1. v. 17. 
alxpadoricew 1. v. £3. 
alévios 2. 15, 18. 
axdtws 2. 20. 
dxovew 1. iv. 10, 16. 
duedely 8. iii. 17. 
avaBalvew 1. ii. 16. 
avaBaors 1. x. 21. 
dvaBorn 8. ii. 7. 
dvayveotns 38. iii. 6. 
dvddoors 8. ii. 7. 
dvddwpa 8. iii. 16. 
dvdravha 2. 19. 
avdoracts 1.x. 16; 2. 18. 
dvaxwpeiv 1. ii. 2, 6, 17, xii. 8. 
dvéxew 8. ii. 13. 
dvip 1. ix. 13. 
GvOpwros 1. vii. 15, ix. 5, Xiv. 2. 
av dv 1. iv. 8. 
avoryviva 1. x. 6. 
Gvoula 1, i. 4, ii. 5, vi. 7. 
&vouos 1, xi. 17, xiv. 3; 2. 2. 
&£ios 9 (a). recto 2. 
anépxerbat 1. vi. 26. 
amrobvijoKew 1, iv. 5. 
andcraots 1. i. 3. 
anooréANew 1. viii. 14, X. IT. 
anéotodos 1, xi. 6, xiv. 8. 
dropépe 1. v. 18. 
apybpwor 3. ii. 18, 23, iii. 8, 13. 
dpéoxew 1, viii. 12. 
dpeords 1. xiii. 4. 
pros 8. ii. 13. 
Gpxew 1. xi. 15. 
dpxor 1, vii. 24, viii. 7, x. 3, xiv. 13. 
agave 2. 3. 
aquévat 1, xi. 5 ; 9 (a). recto 3. 
adv (?) 3. ii. 21, 

Bapts 2. 2. 
Bddder 1. iii. 19. 
Baotrela 2. 16, 
Baowhets 1. i, 21, iii. 11, iv. 18, v. 12, 25, vii. 19, viii. 

II, XIv. 2, 5,143 2. 3. 

BiBXbor 1, i. 20. 
BaAémewv 1, vii. 11. 
Bordvy 1. ii. 25. 
Bovvds 1. ii. 29. 

yaredypa 1, vi. 24. 
yapos 2. 3: 
yépor 1, ii. 11. 
ylyvecOai 1. v. 103 8. ii. 14, iii, 15. 
ytyvéoxey 1. iv. 21, vii. 19. 
yAGooa 1.x. 15. 
ypaew 1, i, 19. 
yupds 1, ii, 22. 

deryparicerw 1. viii. 21. 
derypariopds I. viii. 20. 
defy 1. ix. 3, 8, 12. 
defid 9 (a). Verso 3. 
deondrys 2. 7. 
duarpépew 2. 14. 
di:arpiBew 8. iii. 20. 
diddoxados 1. iii, 12, iv. 12. 
diddva 2, 13. 
dfxatos 1, i, LO. 
da 2. 4. 
duwypds 1. i. g, ix. 6. 
dudxewy 1. ix. 6, xiv. g. 
ddfa 1. xii. 2; 9 (a). verso 5. 
ddvapus 1. xiv. 16, 
dvvacOat 2. 14, 25. 
do 1, ii. 29 5 2. 4. 
dddexa 1, ix, 10, 16, xi. 5, xiv. 7, 10. 

€Bdopos 1. viii. 26, x. 22. 
éyylCev 1. xi. 4, 11, Xii. 7. 
€Ovos 1. Xx. 15. 
eidos 1. ix. 5, Xiv. I. 
els 1. xii. 14, 15. 
€xaoros 1, xiii. 3. 
éxardvtapxos 9 (4). 2. 
éxel 1. ii. 5. 
éxxAnota 1. ix. 24. 
édeos 9 (a). Verso 4. 
éAis 2. 7. 
évdupa 1. xi. 25. 
évvéa 1. V. 15. 
eLadrévat 1. xiii. 7. 
éfédevors 1. viii. 24. 
ef€pxer dat 1, X. 10. 
efodidew 38. ii. 2, 18, 24, ii. 7, 
emoté\Aew 8, ii. 17. 
epyderbar 2. 13. 
Epnyos 1. ii. 9, 31. 
épxerOat 1. V. 11, 23, X. 24, Xiv. 15,173 2. 3, 5, 8, 20. 
éoblew 1. ii. 24. ; 
éoxaros 1. ix, 26, xiii. 2, 
éradev 2. 5. 
€ros 1. ii. 29. 
evayyeA(Cew 2. 16, 
ebvodxos 1, viii. 9. 
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evploxety 1. vi. 53 8. iii. 16. 
evxeoOar 8, iii. 25. 
éxew 1. ii. 21, xi. 21 5 2.11; 38. ii. 12. 

Gros 1. xiii. 1. 
Civ 1. vii. 16, 193 2. 6. 
Cnretv 2. 6. 
(oy 2. 1. 6, 10, 15. 

jpépa 1. ii. 30, iii. 10, v. 24, ix. 27, x. 5, xi. 3, 13, xii. 
12, xiii. 3, 17; 9 (a). recto 2. 

Fptovs 1. v. 16. 

Odvaros 2. 8, 9, 17, 25. 
Odmrew 1. ix. 16, 
Oédew 1. xi. 14. 
Oeds 1. iv. 10, vii. 16, 18; 2. 1, 8, 10, 14, 18, 
Ocopds 2. 2, 10. 
Odrys 9 (a). verso 4. 
Oeordxos 9 (4). I. 
OvnoKew 2. 18. 
Ovpds 1. viii, 17. 

idéa 1. ix. 3, xiv. 13. 
idov 1. i. 19, vii. 18. 
loxupds 1. xii. 14. 

Kabdpovos 2. 11. 
xadijcba 9 (a). verso 3. 
xabicew 1. ii. 3, 7, 17, viii. 3, x. 8. 
xdO.opa. 9 (a). recto 1, verso 1. 
kawpds 2. 13. 
kaxorouds 1. ix. 13. 
kaxds 1. vii. 7. 
kaXeiy 1. vii. 22. 
kadds 2. 10; 8. ii. 12, iii. 1. 
kapdla 1. viii. 5, 6, xiii. 13. 
kataBaots 1, ix. 2, 22. 
kardyew 8. ii. 19, 
Karadvvapobr 1, i. I. 
katadaAid 1. xii. 4. 
katapyeiv 1. xiii, 11. 
karnyopeiy 1. vi. g, 14, viii. I. 
karouxeiv 1. iii, 6. 
Kedevew 9 (4). 3. 
cevodogia 1, xii. 5, 18. 
xevds 1. xi. 15. 
kAndovicpos 1. i. 8. 
xAnpovopia 2.13, 16. 
kAivy 1. iv. 4. 
coAd¢ewv 1. ix, 10. 
kédaots 1. ix. 7. 
koAAGy 1, v. 2, 7. 
kopuicew 2. 8. 
kéopos 1. xii. 3, xiii. 18, xiv. 18. 
kpareiy 1, viii. 15; 2. 7. 
Kparos 2. 15. 
KpiOn 8. ii. 2. 
kplows 9 (a). recto 2. 
kptos 1. xii. 7 ; & (4). 4. 

darcy 1. vi. 6, x. 28, xii. 13, xiii. 6, 14; 2. 4, 20. 
AapBavew 1, v. 15; 2. 1 et saep.; 3. iii. 10. 
AavOdvew 2. 24, 
Aads 1. vii. 25. 

Adyew 1. vi. 17, vii. 10, 13, 17; 2.9, 14, 16, 24; 8. ii. 
43; 9 (a). recto 3. 

Adyos 1, i, 18, vi. 7, vii. 6, viii. 13; 8. ii. 3, 12, 
Aounds 1. i. 18. 
Aovew 2. 11, 
Aourpdy 2. 11. 
AdKos 2. 5. 
Aureiy 2. 19. 

payeia 1. i. 6. 
padnrela 1. ix. 11, 
padnredery 1, X. 13. 
padnris 1. x. 12, xi. 5. 
paxpdbev 2. 5. 
pavOdvew 2. 7, 24. 
pavrela 1. i. 7, 
péyas 1. ii. 23; 2. 12, 13. 
pévew 2. 12, 
perame(Oew 1. iv. 17. 
peTapoppodr 1. ix. 4. 
petapdppwors 1. viii. 27. 
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